
Response to comments on “GOLUM-CNP v1.0: a data-driven 

modeling of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles in major 

terrestrial biomes” by Y. Wang et al. 

 

We thank the referee for reviewing our manuscript. Please find attached a point-by point reply 

to each of the comments raised by the referee with legible text and figures organized along the 

text. 

 

Overall this is an interesting and detailed summary of an improvement to an existing model. 

Though not the first to put in a N cycle, the P cycle is relatively novel and there is clearly 

diligent work done by the authors to ensure values are appropriately backed up by data where 

possible. There are a few points that I think need clarifying and some aspects of the model 

that seem to me a bit odd, and therefore need provisos about the appropriate (or inappropriate) 

use of the model. Some of the conclusions about openness are a bit of a stretch given the 

model setup. But with some extra information discussing the limitations, this will be a 

worthwhile model description. 

Response: 

We would like to thank the referee for the valuable comments and suggestions for 

improving our manuscript. Following the reviewer’s comments, we carefully revised our 

manuscript. Please find below the point-to-point responses (in black) to all referee comments 

(in blue). For your convenience, changes in the revised manuscript are highlighted with dark 

red. All the pages and line numbers correspond to the original version of text. Of note GOLUM-

CNP is not an improvement to an existing model, but an independent model that uses the 

outputs from CARDAMOM and incorporate the data-driven estimates of N and P cycles (see 

detailed response to Comment 3). 

 

Major points 

1. The issue of this being an equilibrium model for the present day/recent past is a concern to 

me. It isn’t sufficiently explained how an equilibrium estimate (including anthropogenic N 

deposition) is valid in equilibrium. I can see the justification if it’s preindustrial (excluding 

anthropogenic N deposition), but it doesn’t make sense to me as it is. In particular, the 

openness of the system seems to me to be almost completely determined by the assumption of 

equilibrium. If the outputs and inputs are balanced (i.e. the equations are solved to 0, as is 

stated on P7 L32), then surely the store size is at least partly determined by something we 

know to be wrong. Given that the equilibrium assumption should increase the carbon storage, 

it’s odd that in Table 2 (assuming these are present-day values), the NPP and the soil and 

vegetation pools are all smaller than many other models and global estimates suggest. 

Response: 

We develop a steady-state model as a first attempt of a CNP data-driven diagnostic 

model. The objective of this study is not to reproduce the present day state, but to provide a 

steady-state estimates of C, N and P cycle with current input of C, N and P, stoichiometry of 



N:C and P:C ratios, and residence times of different pools, because there is a lack of data to 

constraint a transient state (see point 1). As a result, we choose to constrain an equilibrium 

state. Although it does not correspond in some aspects to the present day state, it is still useful 

for evaluating global models as these model are able to simulate a equilibrium state for 

present day conditions and a direct comparison is possible (see point 2 and point 3). 

1) Although we described processes in the C, N and P cycles by a set of differential 

equations (Eqs. A1-A5, B1-B7, C1-C7), only few global long-term observations 

associated with N and P were available to constrain a transient simulation. For example, 

the synthesis of stoichiometries in different pools are based on published literature during 

the last four decades, and almost no data are available for preindustrial period; field-scale 

manipulation experiments have shown that warming, elevated atmospheric CO2, and N 

and P fertilization can drive changes in stoichiometries and nutrient resorption in 

terrestrial ecosystems (Sistla and Schimel, 2012; Sardans et al., 2012; Sardans and 

Peñuelas, 2012; Mayor et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014; Yuan and Chen, 2015; Sardans et 

al., 2016; Sardans et al., 2017), but these data are insufficient to infer these changes in 

terrestrial ecosystems during the past years. As a result, for a data-driven model 

framework, we computed the equilibrium estimates and this equilibrium corresponds to 

the state where the inputs of C, N and P (e.g. NPP for C cycle, N deposition and fixation 

for N cycle, P deposition and release of P by rock weathering for P cycle) and residence 

times equal to the estimates under present-day conditions. 

2) Some previous studies that have investigated the changes in C, N stocks between pre-

industrial period and present day. Thornton et al. (2007) investigated the C stock changes 

from pre-industrial times and present day (1976-2000) using CLM-CN model. They 

found the C stocks in vegetation, litter and SOM increased by 35, 1 and 10 Pg, which 

equal to only 5%, 6% and 3% of the respective initial C stocks in 1850. Zaehle et al. 

(2010) estimated the C stock changes and N stock changes in vegetation and SOM, using 

the O-CN terrestrial biosphere model. By excluding the impact by land use change, that 

vegetation C stocks increased by 62 Pg and soil C stocks increased by 39 Pg from 1860 

to 2002, being 13% and 3% of initial C stocks for vegetation and SOM respectively. The 

N stocks increased by 376 Tg and 2836 Tg in vegetation and SOM, being 11% and 3% of 

initial N stocks. Zaehle et al. (2013) further accounted for the effect of land use change 

on the global C and N cycles. The results also showed that the cumulative effect of 

anthropogenic disturbance from preindustrial times are small (<5%) on the natural C and 

N cycles. The evidences for the change of global P cycling from pre-industrial times are 

quite limited and highly uncertain (Goll et al., 2012). At local scales, some places are 

experiencing significant anthropogenic disturbances, mostly through deposition and 

fertilizer (Jornard et al., 2015). However, the extent to which natural ecosystems are 

affected by these disturbances are not clear (Wang et al., 2017). Given these state-of-the-

art estimates about the magnitude of anthropogenic disturbance on natural C, N and P 

cycles and large uncertainties, it is still useful to take steady-state estimates as a 

diagnostic to evaluate DGVMs in simulating global C, N and P cycling (Wang et al., 

2010; Xu-ri et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Lawrence et al., 2011). The estimates based 

on steady state assumptions listed above match well with a wide range of in-situ 

observations in recent years. 



3) CARDAMOM is the only spatially explicit data-driven product of C cycle, which does 

not rely on a steady-state assumption. In this study, our aim is to develop a steady-state 

model (see point 1) in which a consistency between different datasets are achieved 

(which is a novelty). We chose to use the variables in the CARDAMOM products: NPP, 

residence times and fire fractions, which were constrained by global long-term 

observations of MODIS LAI and MODIS burned area. For other C variables whose 

direct constraints do not have a global coverage in CARDAMOM (such as biomass), we 

recalculated them based on the equilibrium assumption. With this steady state C cycle, 

we compute the associated N and P pools and fluxes. For example, the N and P in SOM 

pool equal to the product of N:C/P:C ratios and equilibrated C content.  

 

In summary, given the three concerns mentioned above, we computed an equilibrium 

estimate of C, N and P cycle, where the inputs of C, N and P into the terrestrial ecosystems 

(NPP, N and P deposition, N fixation and release of P by rock weathering), stoichiometries of 

N:C and P:C ratios, the residence times of different pools and the land cover are held constant 

as the period 2001-2010. Although this steady-state estimates deviate from the actual state of 

present-day disturbed cycles, we compare the GOLUM-CNP with the original CARDAMOM 

to show that the steady-state estimates in GOLUM-CNP are still within the range of such 

large uncertainties from data on the present day state.  

To address the referee’s concern about steady-state assumption in a quantitative way, we 

compare the recomputed pool sizes for C with the original CARDAMOM estimates (Fig. S1 

in the revised supporting information). The steady-state transformed pool sizes are within the 

[25, 75th] percentile range of the original CARDAMOM results at more than 90% forest grid 

cells. The major part of the deviation comes from the treatment of grassland in GOLUM and 

are not associated to the steady-state assumption: In GOLUM-CNP grasslands are considered 

as a distinct biome, while the original CARDAMOM did not use land cover information and 

provided some woody biomass pools for grassland dominated regions. As GOLUM does not 

consider woody biomass for grass, we transfer wood growth from CARDAMOM into non-

woody tissue for grasslands. This makes our C pools more different from the original 

CARDAMOM at grassland-dominated pixels than at forest-dominated pixels. However, 

although the biomass at grassland grid cells in GOLUM-CNP are much lower than the 

biomass in CARDAMOM, the litter and SOM pool sizes at grassland grid cells in GOLUM-

CNP are still within the [5, 95th] percentile range of the original CARDAMOM results (Fig. 

S1b and S1c in the revised supporting information). In addition, we also mention in the 

revised manuscript: although GOLUM-CNP is presented for steady state in this study, the 

methods and equations used to compute fluxes and pools are generic and could be extended to 

non-steady state. In the future, when more data will become available, a transient version of 

GOLUM-CNP will incorporate the new data and improved understandings in C, N and P 

cycles. 

 

We outline in the revised paper that some variables like the openness do not strongly rely 

on the equilibrium assumption. The openness is defined as: 
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where Ix (X∈{N,P}) is the new nutrient inputs, i.e. deposition (Nd) and biological fixation 

(Nfix) for N cycle and deposition (Pd) and rock weathering (Pw) for P cycle. These variables 

are in fact the nutrient inputs to the system, which are derived from observations and are not 

estimated from equilibrium assumption. Fx+RSBX represent the total uptake of nutrients by 

plant, which are determined by NPP, allocation fractions of NPP to different vegetation pools 

and stoichiometries in different vegetation pools. These variables are also the inputs to 

GOLUM-CNP and represent the non-steady state situation under current climate condition 

from original CARDAMOM without equilibrium assumption (as discussed above, only the C 

store sizes are computed based on equilibrium assumption). In consequence, this computation 

is actually based on a mass-balance framework and driven by fluxes as observed in present 

day transient state. However, we do assume that the stoichiometries of N:C and P:C ratios do 

not change significantly during the period considered (2001-2010), although small changes in 

stoichiometry in fast-turnover plant tissue is being observed on such a time scale (Jonard et al. 

2015). Such an approach is common and is similar to that of Cleveland et al. (2013). In 

Cleveland et al. (2015), they computed NPPnew and NPPrecycle where N:C and P:C ratios are 

the same in these two types of NPP. In our study, we use new nutrient input (i.e. Ix) and total 

nutrient uptake (i.e. Fx+RSBX) rather than two types of NPP.  

 

 Under the equilibrium assumption, conceptually, the pool sizes do not represent the 

current stock. However, our estimates under equilibrium assumption are very close to 

observation-based estimates of NPP and C stocks (Table R1) and are all within the range of 

other estimates. In fact, our estimates of biomass and SOM stocks are a little bit larger than 

the state-of-the-art estimates listed in Table R1. In addition, the C stocks are not necessarily 

larger than the dynamic state. For example, Jones et al. (2009) showed that when the climate 

forcing was held constant after 2050, the equilibrated forest cover in a region of Amazon 

forest will be smaller than the dynamic state in 2050, resulting less equilibrated biomass than 

the dynamic biomass in this region. Given these evidences, we do not think that our results 

about the steady state are significantly underestimated. 

 

Table R1 Computed NPP and C stocks under equilibrium assumption compared with 

published estimates. 

variable This study Other 

NPP (Pg yr-1) 52.5 54 (Zhao et al., 2005) 

Terrestrial biomass (Pg) 493 450 [380-536] (Erb et al., 2018) 

450 [375-540] (Bar-on et al., 2018) 

SOM (Pg) 1421 1408±1541 (Batjes et al., 2016) 
1 This value represent the C stock between the depth 0-100 cm, generally correspond to the 

biologically active depth 

 

 To address all the points raised by the referee, in the revised manuscript, we revised the 

manuscript: 

- Page 2 line 37 – page 3 line 6: “We present a new global data-driven diagnostic of C, N 

and P pools and fluxes, called GOLUM-CNP (Global Observation-based Land-

ecosystems Utilization Model of Carbon, Nitrogen and Phosphorus) which is based on 



the assumption that these cycles are equilibrated with present day conditions (see below 

for limitations of this approach). The goals of this study are to: 1) establish a global data-

driven diagnostics of C, N and P fluxes and pools in order to compare nutrient use 

efficiencies, nutrient turnover rates and other relevant indicators across biomes; and 2) 

provide a new dataset that can be used to evaluate the results of global terrestrial 

biosphere models with consistent state of C, N and P cycles. In GOLUM-CNP, the C, N 

and P cycles are estimated for different biomes assuming steady state with present-day 

input of carbon (NPP), nitrogen (N deposition and N fixation) and phosphorus (P 

deposition and release from rock weathering) (see Sect. 3.2). The reason for this steady-

state computation lies in the fact that only few global long-term observations associated 

with N and P cycles are available and are insufficient to constrain a transient simulation 

under the model framework. For example, field-scale manipulation experiments have 

shown that warming, elevated atmospheric CO2, and N and P fertilization can drive 

changes in stoichiometries and nutrient resorption (Sistla and Schimel, 2012; Mayor et 

al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014; Yuan and Chen, 2015) in terrestrial ecosystems, but these 

data are insufficient to infer these changes in terrestrial ecosystems during the past 

decades. As more data becomes available the model framework can be adjusted to 

simulate a transient present day state. Although, the steady-state assumption hampers the 

comparison of stocks with present day observations, a direct comparison with simulated 

steady states of DGVM is possible as these model can simulate the steady-state for 

present day conditions. 

Starting from a CARbon DAta MOdel fraMework (CARDAMOM) …we 

incorporated observed stoichiometric ratios (C:N:P) in each pool, N and P external input 

fluxes, transformations and losses in ecosystems and losses and observation-based 

information for the fraction of gaseous losses of N to total (gaseous and leaching) losses 

of N from a global dataset of 15N measurements in soils. Although the diagnostics is 

presented for steady state, the methods used to compute fluxes and pools are generic and 

could be extended to non-steady state (see Sect. 2 and equations in Appendix A-C) when 

more data will become available in the future (see Sect. 5.3).” 

- Sect. 5.3 page 12 lines 35-37: “… Our results are a first step for evaluating global 

biogeochemical cycles. Although our steady-state C pool sizes (given the NPP and 

residence time at the condition of current climate) were within the [25, 75th] percentile 

range of the original non-steady-state CARDAMOM results (Fig. S1) at most grid cells, 

the biomass C stocks at 5%-10% of forest grid cells exceed the uncertainty range of 

CARDAMOM. In addition, independent remote-sensing estimates for 30°N to 80°N 

were 4.76 ± 1.78 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density and 79.8 ± 29.9 Pg C for total 

forest C (Thurner et al., 2014), which were lower than the GOLUM-CNP estimates (6.51 

kg C m-2 for mean forest C density across pixels defined as forest in Fig. 2, and 181 Pg 

C for total forest C) for this region. This inconsistency was largely due to the fact that 

northern temperate and boreal forests may deviate substantially from their equilibrium 

for the current NPP (Pan et al., 2011), because of climate change and elevated CO2. 

Residual overestimation could be also due to the fact that biomass removal by harvesting 

and from disturbance other than fires was not explicitly constrained in CARDAMOM 

and thus not represented in GOLUM-CNP. A transient simulation of N and P cycling 



will be needed in future studies…” 

- We also specify the computation method for the output variables, to indicate whether 

these variables depend or not on the equilibrium assumption (Table 1 in the revised 

manuscript).  

 

2. Reading between the lines, it seems that the N fixation is about 120Tg/year. How does this 

square with other estimates, e.g. Vitousek et al. 2013 (44Tg/year)? Since it’s not discussed 

where this N fixation number came from (and the reference isn’t available), or where the N 

deposition number came from, it makes it difficult to give much credibility to the openness 

discussions which rely on these. 

Response: 

 The estimates of global BNF from synthesis and extrapolation are highly uncertain. 

Cleveland et al. (1999) estimated of biome- and global-level BNF based on scaling up of in 

situ measurements of BNF. They applied average plot-level BNF rates measured within each 

biome to the biome as a whole, assuming empirical range of values for the cover of plants 

with potential N-fixing symbioses. They estimated that global BNF by natural ecosystems 

was ~195 Tg N yr-1 (with a range 100-290 Tg N yr-1) during pre-industrial. The estimates by 

Cleveland et al. (1999) were criticized by Galloway et al. (2004) and later Sullivan et al. 

(2014) as too high, in particular for tropical regions. Galloway et al. (2004) suggested a lower 

global BNF to be 128 Tg N yr-1; Wang et al. (2007) made the estimate of BNF using the 

principle of resource optimization, and their global estimate for the year 1900 was 125 Tg N 

yr-1 (Wang and Houlton, 2009). Vitousek et al. (2013) incorporated information on N fluxes 

with 15N relative abundance data and estimated pre-industrial N fixation was 44 TgN yr-1. The 

large range (44-290 TgN yr-1) in the estimates of BNF mentioned above reflects both a 

paucity of measurements of N fixation, as well as an incomplete understanding of the 

biophysical and biochemical controls on BNF. 

In this study, we used estimates of biological N fixation from the CABLE model 

simulation by Peng et al. with a N fixation model developed by Wang et al. (2007), and used 

by Wang and Houlton (2009). This work by Peng et al. still is under review for Global 

Biogeochemical Cycles. We agree that there are considerable uncertainties about the 

magnitude of BNF. Vitousek (2013) estimated the total global N fixation from ranges from 40 

to 100 Tg N yr-1 for the preindustrial time. Our estimated rate of 116 Tg N/yr-1 for the present 

days is still close to the upper limit of Vitouske (2013). Much of the difference may result 

from much higher rates used in this study for tropical forests than the recent estimate by 

Sullivan et al. (2014) that was based on the measurements at sites in southwest Costa Rica. 

However, estimates of BNF from Vitousek et al. (2013) are only available at global scale. 

BNF from CABLE, a process-based model validated for observations for diverse terrestrial 

biomes (Wang et al., 2007; Houlton et al., 2008) is to our best knowledge the only available 

global spatially explicit estimates of BNF besides the heavily criticized estimates by 

Cleveland et al. (1999), and is therefore used in this study. We discussed the uncertainties of 

BNF in the revised manuscript on page 5 line 7: “We used the spatially explicit estimates of N 

deposition (Wang et al., 2017) for 2001-2010, which were evaluated with globally distributed 

in-situ measurements. The spatially explicit N fixation was taken from the CABLE model 

simulation for 2001-2010 (Peng et al., submitted) with a N fixation model developed by 



Wang et al. (2007). The simulation result matches the relative abundance of N2-fixing 

legumes in different ecosystems. Globally, the N fixation was 116 Tg N yr-1, within the range 

of empirical data (100-290 Tg N yr-1; Cleveland et al., 1999; Galloway et al., 2004), but was 

larger than the estimate of 44 Tg N yr-1 by Vitousek et al. (2013) for pre-industrial. The large 

range (44-290 TgN yr-1) in the estimates of nitrogen fixation reflects both a paucity of 

measurements of N fixation, as well as incomplete understanding of the biophysical and 

biochemical controls on N fixation. However, as mentioned in Sect. 2.2, our estimates of total 

N inputs (N deposition + N fixation) are consistent with the estimate from Houlton et al. 

(2018). And to our knowledge, CABLE simulation is the only product that has spatially 

explicit and processed-based estimates of N fixation, and is therefore used in this study. The 

resorption coefficients of leaves…” 

 

3. The relationship between GOLUM-CNP and CARDOMON is opaque and needs to be 

clarified. It is particularly unclear with regard to what the relationship between the code 

provided and CARDOMON is. For example, does this code work independently? Or does it 

need CARDOMON to run? If CARDOMON is part of the code provided, which parts are 

new and which are CARDOMON? 

Response: 

 The code of GOLUM-CNP is not just an extension of CARDAMOM, but a new model 

that used the outputs of CARDAMOM, i.e. data-driven C variables. The relationship between 

GOLUM-CNP and CARDAMOM are: 1) the C pools and fluxes in GOLUM-CNP follows 

that of CARDAMOM after steady state transformation, except that we group foliar and 

vegetation labile C into a single pool because labile C is not a measurable pool and no 

observation data were available to separate it from foliar in terms of stoichiometry. The N and 

P cycles in GOLUM-CNP were added on top of this C cycle model by adding two pools (soil 

inorganic N and P) and associated N and P fluxes; 2) GOLUM-CNP used some of the 

CARDAMOM results as inputs which are listed and explained in Table 1. These variables are 

the key parameters that describe the C cycle and influence the estimates of status of nutrient 

cycles. For instance, the residence time of C pools were used in the calculation of N and P 

fluxes (Eqs. E15, E16, E26 and E27). 

To precise the relationship between GOLUM-CNP and CARDAMOM in the manuscript, 

we made the following revisions: 

- We added on page 3 line 8: “The GOLUM-CNP framework describes the C, N and P 

cycles in natural (i.e. non-agricultural) terrestrial ecosystems (Fig. 1). We used the 

same C pools and fluxes as in The C cycle follows the model structure of the 

CARDAMOM diagnostic (see Sect. 2.1 for details) to describe the C cycle and we 

computed associated N and P pools and fluxes. Biomass is divided into three pools: 

foliage, fine roots and wood…” 

- We revised the sentence on page 4 line 35: “…the N and P contents in soil control 

the decomposition of soil C and thus the soil C pool observed (Manzoni et al., 2010). 

In this sense, it is appropriate to use C cycle from CARDAMOM as inputs to 

estimate the pool and fluxes of N and P.” 

The code must be run with variables from CARDAMOM (and also other required 

datasets, see “Inputs” in Table 1). Following the referee’s suggestion, we comment the code 



thoroughly. Please refer to the code resubmitted for detail. 

 

4. It’s not explained what the intended use of this model is. It’s essential early on in the paper 

to have some examples of use, as well as specific limits on what it shouldn’t be used for, 

(particularly given the limitation of it being an equilibrium model). This is slightly covered 

right at the end of the paper, but needs to be earlier and more extensive. 

Response: 

 Thank you for this suggestion to improve the manuscript. We agree with the referee this 

information is quite important for the readers. In the revised manuscript, we explained the 

objects of this study in the introduction and discussed the equilibrium assumption in Sect. 5.3 

(see answer to Major comment 1).  

 We remind the readers that current GOLUM-CNP results are steady-state estimates, 

when comparing our results with other DGVMs, it is better to run the DGVMs to steady state 

with present-day inputs of C, N and P. We revised the manuscript by: 

- Adding a paragraph in Sect. 5.3 about this point: “The model structure of GOLUM-CNP 

is mainly described by the inputs (NPP for C cycle, N deposition and fixation for N 

cycle, P deposition and release from rock weathering for P cycle) and residence times. 

Most DGVMs (e.g. Goll et al., 2012, 2017a; Medvigy et al., 2009; Parton et al., 2010; 

Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010; Weng and Luo, 2008; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 

2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2014; Zaehle and Friend, 2010) can be 

summarized by these two components, although these models have more processes and 

use complex equations to describe the dynamics controlling carbon and nutrient 

distribution among pools and the turnover of each pool. In this context, the output of the 

GOLUM-CNP provides a traceable tool that can be used in the future to compare the 

results between GOLUM-CNP and different DGVMs. As DGVMs are capable of 

computing the steady state of the biogeochemical cycles for present conditions, a direct 

comparison between GOLUM-CNP estimate and DGVMs’ estimates is possible.” 

- Revising page 12 line 38 to page 13 line 3: “At last, Thethe sensitivity matrix presented 

in Sect. 4.4 provides a useful tool for assessing the uncertainties in model outputs by 

propagating the uncertainties in the model inputs. We applied this method to 

quantitatively assess the sources of uncertainties in the estimated nutrient-use efficiencies 

(Sect. 5.1 and Fig. 8), but we also found that the uncertainties for some other quantities 

were currently difficult to obtain, because the estimates of uncertainties were not 

available for all spatially explicit input data. This sensitivity analysis can be used in 

future studies to quantify the contribution of each input data set to the uncertainty in 

other model outputs, to characterize the dominant sources of uncertainties in the 

estimated C, N and P processes, to identify the major differences between different 

models (e.g. GOLUM-CNP versus DGVMs) and thus to identify priorities for future data 

syntheses to fill the largest gaps in uncertainty. Future studies that provide global data 

sets will need to include systematic evaluations and spatially explicit estimates of 

uncertainties in their data sets.” 

- Revising the conclusion on page 13 lines 10-17: “… The structure of GOLUM-CNP is 

analogous to most other process-based LSMs DGVMs describing carbon and nutrient 

interactions (e.g. Goll et al., 2012, 2017a; Medvigy et al., 2009; Parton et al., 2010; 



Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010; Weng and Luo, 2008; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 

2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2014; Zaehle and Friend, 2010), although these 

models have more processes and use complex equations to describe the dynamics 

controlling carbon and nutrient distribution among pools and the turnover of each pool. 

The output of the GOLUM-CNP provides a traceable tool and, in which a consistency 

between different datasets of global C, N and P cycles has been achieved. Such a 

framework can thus be used in the future to test the performance of these complex LSMs 

DGVMs in the simulation of interactions between C, N and P cycling.” 

 

5. The code is very dense, making it very difficult to read. Code should have comments every 

1 - 10 lines, depending on how interpreted/dense, etc. the code is. Ideally, code should be 

commented so that, if you stripped out the actual code or if you didn’t know python at all, you 

could re-write it in another language just from the comments. I was also a bit surprised not to 

see any functions used. 

Response: 

 We write detailed comments in the new code. In fact, we have the main code 

“Globe_ss_Anal.py” and another two files incorporating three modules: 1) ncload.py, in which 

the module “ncload” reads the netcdf4 files and associated variables very efficiently; 2) 

ss_Anal.py, which make the computation at each grid cell. In ss_Anal.py, two functions (“tree” 

and “grass”) making the computation for forest and grassland are defined separately. In the 

main code Globe_ss_Anal.py, “ncload” are called at the beginning of the code to read all the 

variables; “tree” and “grass” are called according to the dominant biomes of each grid cell. 

 

Minor points 

1. P.2 L6-7. Yes, but also water, light etc. are essential controls - if there’s no light and water 

it doesn’t matter how much N or P there is, nothing will grow. 

Response: 

 Thank you for noting this inappropriate expression. We revised the sentence as: “…in 

terrestrial ecosystems. N and P availability affects vegetation productivity, growth and other 

processes (Norby et al., 2010; Sutton et al., 2008; Vitousek and Howarth, 1991).” 

 

2. P.2 L17 - 30. This seems to mix up P and N fertiliser. It would be better to keep the two 

issues separate wherever possible. 

Response: 

 Thank you for the suggestion. We rephrase this paragraph: “… Many of the underlying 

processes are not fully understood, and comprehensive data for evaluation are lacking to 

constrain the representation of some key processes (Zaehle et al., 2014), so model structure, 

the processes included and the prescribed parameters differ widely among DGVMs (Zaehle 

and Dalmonech, 2011). For example, some models assume constant stoichiometry (N:C and 

P:C ratios) in plant tissues (Thornton et al., 2007; Weng and Luo, 2008), but others have a 

flexible stoichiometry (Wang et al., 2010; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Yang et al., 2009; 

Zaehle and Friend, 2010). For the N cycle, for instance, some models do not include losses of 

gaseous N due to from denitrification (Medvigy et al., 2009), some use the “hole-in-the-pipe” 

approach to simulate the denitrification flux (Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010), 



assuming it is proportional to net N mineralization, and others calculate this flux as a function 

of soil N-pool size and soil conditions (temperature, moisture, pH, etc.) (Parton et al., 2010; 

Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Zaehle and Friend, 2010). For models of the terrestrial P cycle, for 

instance, Jahnke (2000) estimated a global amount of soil P of 200 Pg and that P contained in 

plants was 3 Pg, based on empirical P content of soils (0.1%) and soil thickness (60 cm). 

These estimates were questioned by Wang et al. (2010) and Goll et al. (2012), who estimated 

that P in plants ranged between 0.23 and 0.39 Pg and that P in soil was only 26.5 Pg based on 

P:C ratios derived from more comprehensive stoichiometric data sets. Furthermore, these 

models terrestrial ecosystem models are usually only evaluated for specific ecosystems or at a 

limited number of sites (Goll et al., 2017a; Yang et al., 2014). The application of these models 

for simulations with global coverage is thus highly uncertain (Goll et al., 2012; Wang et al., 

2010; Zhang et al., 2011).” 

 

3. P18. L28. Reference to Peng missing. 

Response: 

 Please see the response to the 2nd major point. And we added the reference accordingly. 

 

4. P21. Table 2. When is this table referring to? (Pre-industrial? Present day?) It needs to be 

specified. 

Response: 

 We revised the caption of Table 2 into: “Global annual mean C-pool sizes, NPP and 

heterotrophic-respiration fluxes in the C-cycle model assuming steady states under the climate 

conditions of 2001-2010.” We also revised the text in the manuscript on page 8 line 3: “Table 

2 shows the global C-pool sizes and main fluxes of the steady-state C cycle transformed from 

CARDAMOM under the climate conditions of 2001-2010, which are compared with the 

means and percentile ranges from the original non-steady-state CARDAMOM results during 

2001-2010. The differences between the steady-state transformed pool sizes…” 

 

5. P22. Figure 1. The caption would be more useful if the terms at the top of the figure were 

defined first, and then worked downwards. 

Response: 

 Thank you for the suggestion. We reorganized the sentences in the caption: “Figure 1 

Schematic representation of the pools and fluxes in the C, N and P cycles within GOLUM-

CNP. The gray, blue and red arrows represent C, N and P fluxes, respectively. Plants are 

divided into foliar, fine root and wood pools, where the wood pool includes woody stems and 

coarse roots. Litter and soil are two separate pools. The inorganic pool represents the nutrient 

sources in the soil that are available for plant uptake. Arrows between the pools represent the 

directions of C, N and P flow between pools. External inputs of N are atmospheric deposition 

(Nd) and biological N fixation (Nfix). External inputs of P are atmospheric deposition (Pd) and 

P released by rock weathering (Pw). FC is net primary production (NPP). FN and FP are plant 

uptake of N and P from the inorganic N and labile soil P pools, respectively. Rh is release of C 

due to heterotrophic respiration. Mineralization of N and P is modeled along with litter and 

SOM decomposition, and N and P immobilization is modeled by a flux from the inorganic 

pool to SOM. External losses of N occur by fire, leaching and denitrification. External losses 



of P occur by fire, leaching and transfer to occluded P in the soil.” 

 

6. P24. Figure 3. This is a very difficult to read. A table or a series of bar plots would be much 

better. 

Response: 

 We tried to use tables or bar plots (Fig. R1) as the referee suggested. There are many 

variables involved, and we want to separate the seven biomes to see their major differences in 

the C, N and P cycle. As shown in Fig. R1, such figures will need 6 y-axis, and a very long 

space to put 6 figures. Even though we tried to optimize the spacing between figures, it is 

hard to put it on one A4 page and the texts are small. In addition, with the original plots, we 

depict the full C, N and P cycles including the pool sizes, residence times of different pools 

and fluxes. But with bar plots, only a small subset of the variables could be shown in limited 

space so that the readers will lose the whole pictures of the C, N and P cycles when reading 

these bar plots only. It is the same case to use a series of tables, because readers would need 

to link the variables from the tables in their own mind. At last, we decide to use the same 

figure, but rearrange them. We put the figures in a 3 by 3 grid so that all figures and numbers 

in the figures are larger and more easily to be read (please see the revised manuscript). And 

for readers who are more interested in reading bar plots, we also provide these bar plots in the 

supplementary material.  

 



 

Figure R2 Pool sizes and fluxes of C (black), N (green) and P (yellow) computed from 



GOLUM-CNP. The targeted biomes are tropical rainforests (TRF, a), temperate deciduous 

forests (TEDF, b), temperate coniferous forests (TECF, c), boreal coniferous forests (BOCF, 

d), tropical/C4 grasslands (TRG, e), temperate/C3 grasslands (TEG, f) and tundra (TUN, g). 

 

7. P28. Figure 7. Two points need to be addressed for this figure. First that the text is so small 

that it is impossible to read printed A4. That’s true of the ones in the SI too. Second that it’s 

ironic that a red-green color scheme is used, despite one of the authors being color-blind. I 

just… Other color schemes are available. 

Response: 

 Following the referee’s suggestion, we revise this figure and the corresponding figures in 

the SI. The two plots are placed up and down, so that the circles and texts are enlarged. We 

also changed the color schemes for all the figures in the paper. With these modifications, we 

also want to mention that the color in these figures are indicative enough to show the different 

order of magnitude in the sensitivity. The numbers in each grid cell gives the same 

information as the colors but gives the precise values corresponding to the colors.  

 

8. P29. Figure 8. It would be a courtesy to your readers to include in the key what YC1, etc. 

are. It could literally just go beneath the current labels. 

Response: 

 Thank you for your comments. We revised the figure accordingly. 
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Response to comments on “GOLUM-CNP v1.0: a data-driven 

modeling of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles in major 

terrestrial biomes” by Y. Wang et al. 

 

We thank the referee for reviewing our manuscript. Please find attached a point-by point reply 

to each of the comments raised by the referee with legible text and figures organized along the 

text. 

 

This manuscript presented a simple model for coupled terrestrial carbon-nitrogen-phosphorus 

cycles. A model-data fusion approach was applied to estimate steady-state values for selected 

model state variables, fluxes, and parameters. In particular, the estimated quantities allowed 

for computation of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus pool sizes, the openness of the N and P 

cycles, characteristic turnover times, and nutrient use efficiencies. 

In principle, I think that estimation of these quantities using model-data fusion is a 

worthwhile and interesting idea. However, I think there is substantial room for improvement 

in both the presentation and the approaches used. Here are a few general comments: 

Response: 

We would like to thank the referee for the valuable comments and suggestions for 

improving our manuscript. Following the reviewer’s comments, we carefully revised our 

manuscript. Please find below the point-to-point responses (in black) to all referee comments 

(in blue). For your convenience, changes in the revised manuscript are highlighted with dark 

red. All the pages and line numbers correspond to the original version of text. 

 

1. The paper contains no statement of objectives, questions, or hypotheses. Including any or 

all of these features would help to orient the reader. But without them, the paper is difficult to 

evaluate because the goals of the paper are unstated. 

Response: 

Thank you for the suggestion. We revise the paragraph in the introduction (page 2 line 37 

– page 3 line 6):  

“We present a new global data-driven diagnostic of C, N and P pools and fluxes, called 

GOLUM-CNP (Global Observation-based Land-ecosystems Utilization Model of Carbon, 

Nitrogen and Phosphorus) which is based on the assumption that these cycles are equilibrated 

with present day conditions (see below for limitations of this approach). The goals of this 

study are to: 1) establish a global data-driven diagnostics of C, N and P fluxes and pools in 

order to compare nutrient use efficiencies, nutrient turnover rates and other relevant indicators 

across biomes; and 2) provide a new dataset that can be used to evaluate the results of global 

terrestrial biosphere models with consistent state of C, N and P cycles. In GOLUM-CNP, the 

C, N and P cycles are estimated for different biomes assuming steady state with present-day 

input of carbon (NPP), nitrogen (N deposition and N fixation) and phosphorus (P deposition 

and release from rock weathering) (see Sect. 3.2). The reason for this steady-state 

computation lies in the fact that only few global long-term observations associated with N and 



P cycles are available and are insufficient to constrain a transient simulation under the model 

framework. For example, field-scale manipulation experiments have shown that warming, 

elevated atmospheric CO2, and N and P fertilization can drive changes in stoichiometries and 

nutrient resorption (Sistla and Schimel, 2012; Mayor et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014b; Yuan 

and Chen, 2015) in terrestrial ecosystems, but these data are insufficient to infer these 

changes in terrestrial ecosystems during the past decades. As more data becomes available the 

model framework can be adjusted to simulate a transient present day state. Although, the 

steady-state assumption hampers the comparison of stocks with present day observations, a 

direct comparison with simulated steady states of DGVM is possible as these model can 

simulate the steady-state for present day conditions. 

Starting from a CARbon DAta MOdel fraMework (CARDAMOM) …we incorporated 

observed stoichiometric ratios (C:N:P) in each pool, N and P external input fluxes, 

transformations and losses in ecosystems and losses and observation-based information for 

the fraction of gaseous losses of N to total (gaseous and leaching) losses of N from a global 

dataset of 15N measurements in soils. Although the diagnostics is presented for steady state, 

the methods used to compute fluxes and pools are generic and could be extended to 

non-steady state (see Sect. 2 and equations in Appendix A-C) when more data will become 

available in the future (see Sect. 5.3). 

We first present the model structure (Sect. 2) and the data sets used to derive its outputs 

consisting of pools…” 

 

2. The model is meant to be applied to natural ecosystems, and so the model-data fusion 

approach should be valid in grid cells that are dominated by nature ecosystems. However, the 

problem is that very few such grid cells remain (Ellis and Ramankutty 2008). I would 

therefore expect biases to emerge when the natural ecosystem model is applied to grid cells 

that are biogeochemically influenced by humans. I am bothered that anthropogenic effects are 

not accounted for in the global and (natural) biome scale averages computed by the authors. 

Response: 

 We agree with the reviewer that current terrestrial ecosystem are largely influenced by 

anthropogenic activities. Here, however, “natural ecosystem” refers to non-agricultural 

ecosystems. The inputs of C, N and P to these natural system in our framework account for 

anthropogenic influences. For example, the estimates of NPP from CARDAMOM represent 

NPP under current level of atmospheric CO2 concentration and climate change. The estimate 

of atmospheric N and P deposition (Wang et al., 2017) includes anthropogenic emissions of 

reactive N and of P from fuel combustion. Our definition of “natural ecosystems” follows the 

terminology used in previous studies, such as Cleveland et al. (2013). 

 In the revised manuscript, we specify this point on page 3 line 14: “The GOLUM-CNP 

framework describes the C, N and P cycles in natural (i.e. non-agricultural) terrestrial 

ecosystems (Fig. 1). We follow the model structure …” We change “natural vegetation” to 

“non-agricultural vegetation” and “natural biomes” to “non-agricultural biomes” all through 

the manuscript. 

 

3. In a way, not enough information is presented. I would be interested in seeing spatial maps 

of at least some quantities and some confirmation that the model-data fusion approach is 



satisfactory on the grid cell level. I am skeptical of the biome- and global-level results without 

having a better idea of the grid cell level information used to construct them. 

Response: 

 Thanks for the suggestion. We add the global gridded map of N deposition (input data, 

Fig. S3a), N fixation (input data, Fig. S3b), P deposition (input data, Fig. S4a), release of P 

from weathering (input data, Fig. S4b), openness of N (output of GOLUM-CNP, Fig. S5a), 

openness of P (output of GOLUM-CNP, Fig. S5b), τN,eco (output of GOLUM-CNP, Fig. S6a), 

τP,eco (output of GOLUM-CNP, Fig. S6b), NUE (output of GOLUM-CNP, Fig. S7a) and PUE 

(output of GOLUM-CNP, Fig. S7b) in the supplementary materials and remind the readers of 

these spatial maps in the main text when necessary. 

 

4. In another way, too much information is presented, making the paper confusing (see Figs. 3, 

7). It would help to have a better-defined narrative arc. While many numbers were presented, 

I think the authors could do a better job in drawing attention to new, qualitative insights. 

Response: 

 We think Fig. 3 depict the full C, N and P cycles including the pool sizes, residence 

times of different pools and fluxes. We prefer these plots rather than some bar plots which 

may be easier to read but only show specific aspects of the C, N and P cycling. Following thre 

reviewer’s comments, we revise Sect. 4.2: 

- In Sect. 4.2, we first compare the C, N and P cycles in different biomes. Such 

comparisons include the plant uptake, stocks in vegetation, litter and SOM, and the loss fluxes 

from the ecosystems. 

- We then compare our estimates of global N and P stocks with previous studies, 

showing that our estimates are close to the estimates from previous studies. 

- At last, we compare the global estimates of total nutrient inputs and losses with 

previous studies. We highlight that the loss of N by fire accounted for 26% of total N loss, 

while less fraction of P is lost through fire. 

 Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of the selected output variables to all input variables. 

Sensitivities (dy/dx), not like the attribution of which input variable contribute the most to the 

overall uncertainties in the output (for example, Fig. 8), have no priority for different 

variables but they show how output change as a result of change in the input. The colors in 

these figures give qualitative information about the sensitivities’ magnitude. The numbers in 

each grid cell give the quantitative information with precise values for readers interested in 

the exact numbers. As suggested by the reviewer, we improve the texts in Sect. 4.4. 

 

5. I would like to know approximately what level of bias the steady-state assumption incurs. 

These ecosystems are unlikely to be at steady state for many reasons (CO2 fertilization, 

changes in nutrient deposition, climate extremes such as droughts, etc.). 

Response: 

The reviewer mentions several processes that related to both short-term (climate 

extremes) and long-term (e.g. CO2 fertilization, changes in nutrient deposition) disequilibrium. 

Firstly, short-term disturbance causes temporal changes in the C sink and source at yearly to 

decadal scales, but has no impact on long-term C fluxes and pools unless the disturbance 

change its regime (e.g. become more frequent) (Luo and Weng, 2011). 



Regarding the long-term effect, some previous studies have investigated the changes in C, 

N stocks between pre-industrial times and present day. Thornton et al. (2007) investigated the 

C stock changes from 1850 to present day (1976-2000) using CLM-CN model. They found 

that the C stocks in vegetation, litter and SOM increased by 35, 1 and 10 Pg, which equalled 

to only 5%, 6% and 3% of the respective initial C stocks in 1850. Zaehle et al. (2010) 

estimated the C and N stock changes in vegetation and SOM, using the O-CN terrestrial 

biosphere model. By excluding the impact of land use change, vegetation C stocks increased 

by 62 Pg and soil C stocks increased by 39 Pg from 1860 to 2002, being 13% and 3% of 

initial C stocks for vegetation and SOM respectively. The N stocks increased by 376 Tg and 

2836 Tg in vegetation and SOM, being 11% and 3% of initial N stocks. Zaehle et al. (2013) 

further accounted for the effect of land use change on the global C and N cycles. The results 

also showed that the cumulative effect of anthropogenic disturbance from preindustrial times 

are small (<5%) on the natural C and N cycles. These evidences indicate that anthropogenic 

disturbance on the natural C, N and P cycles are not so significant at global scale. However, at 

local scales, some places are experiencing significant anthropogenic disturbances, mostly 

through deposition and fertilizer (Jornard et al., 2015). However, the extent to which natural 

ecosystems are affected by these disturbances are not clear (Wang et al., 2017). To check the 

long-term effect, we compare the recomputed pool sizes for C with the original 

CARDAMOM estimates (Fig. S1 in the revised supporting information). The steady-state 

transformed pool sizes are within the [25, 75th] percentile range of the original CARDAMOM 

results at more than 90% forest grid cells. The major part of the deviation comes from the 

treatment of grassland in GOLUM and are not associated to the steady-state assumption: In 

GOLUM-CNP grasslands are considered as a distinct biome, while the original 

CARDAMOM did not use land cover information and provided some woody biomass pools 

for grassland dominated regions. As GOLUM does not consider woody biomass for grass, we 

transfer wood growth from CARDAMOM into non-woody tissue for grasslands. This makes 

our C pools more different from the original CARDAMOM at grassland-dominated pixels 

than at forest-dominated pixels. However, although the biomass at grassland grid cells in 

GOLUM-CNP are much lower than the biomass in CARDAMOM, the litter and SOM pool 

sizes at grassland grid cells in GOLUM-CNP are still within the [5, 95th] percentile range of 

the original CARDAMOM results (Fig. S1b and S1c in the revised supporting information). 

Here, we also remind that we develop a steady-state model as a first attempt of a CNP 

data-driven diagnostic model. The objective of this study is not to reproduce the present day 

state, but to provide a steady-state estimates of C, N and P cycle with current input of C, N 

and P, stoichiometry of N:C and P:C ratios, and residence times of different pools, because 

there is a lack of data to constraint a transient state (see point 1). As a result, we choose to 

constrain an equilibrium state. Although it does not correspond in some aspects to the present 

day state, it is still useful for evaluating global models as these model are able to simulate a 

equilibrium state for present day conditions and a direct comparison is possible (see point 2 

and point 3). 

1) Although we described processes in the C, N and P cycles by a set of differential 

equations (Eqs. A1-A5, B1-B7, C1-C7), only few global long-term observations 

associated with N and P were available to constrain a transient simulation. For example, 

the synthesis of stoichiometries in different pools are based on published literature during 



the last four decades, and almost no data are available for preindustrial period; field-scale 

manipulation experiments have shown that warming, elevated atmospheric CO2, and N 

and P fertilization can drive changes in stoichiometries and nutrient resorption in 

terrestrial ecosystems (Sistla and Schimel, 2012; Sardans et al., 2012; Sardans and 

Peñuelas, 2012; Li et al., 2013; Mayor et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014; Yuan and Chen, 

2015; Sardans et al., 2016; Sardans et al., 2017), but these data are insufficient to infer 

these changes in terrestrial ecosystems during the past years. As a result, for a 

data-driven model framework, we computed the equilibrium estimates and this 

equilibrium corresponds to the state where the inputs of C, N and P (e.g. NPP for C cycle, 

N deposition and fixation for N cycle, P deposition and release of P by rock weathering 

for P cycle) and residence times equal to the estimates under present-day conditions. 

2) Given the state-of-the-art estimates about the magnitude of anthropogenic disturbance on 

natural C, N and P cycles and large uncertainties as mentioned above, it is still useful to 

take steady-state estimates as a diagnostic to evaluate DGVMs in simulating global C, N 

and P cycling (Wang et al., 2010; Xu-ri et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Lawrence et al., 

2011). The estimates based on steady state assumptions listed above match well with a 

wide range of in-situ observations in recent years. 

3) CARDAMOM is the only spatially explicit data-driven product of C cycle, which does 

not rely on a steady-state assumption. In this study, our aim is to develop a steady-state 

model (see point 1) in which a consistency between different datasets are achieved 

(which is a novelty). We chose to use the variables in the CARDAMOM products: NPP, 

residence times and fire fractions, which were constrained by global long-term 

observations of MODIS LAI and MODIS burned area. For other C variables whose 

direct constraints do not have a global coverage in CARDAMOM (such as biomass), we 

recalculated them based on the equilibrium assumption. With this steady state C cycle, 

we compute the associated N and P pools and fluxes. For example, the N and P in SOM 

pool equal to the product of N:C/P:C ratios and equilibrated C content.  

 

In summary, given the three concerns mentioned above, we computed an equilibrium 

estimate of C, N and P cycle, where the inputs of C, N and P into the terrestrial ecosystems 

(NPP, N and P deposition, N fixation and release of P by rock weathering), stoichiometries of 

N:C and P:C ratios, the residence times of different pools and the land cover are held constant 

as the period 2001-2010. Although this steady-state estimates deviate from the actual state of 

present-day disturbed cycles, we compare the GOLUM-CNP with the original CARDAMOM 

to show that the steady-state estimates in GOLUM-CNP are still within the range of such 

large uncertainties from data on the present day state.  

 

6. The model is simple, which is okay for a first attempt. But there does not seem to be any 

substantial discussion of how to make the model more realistic by including other known 

fluxes and feedbacks (especially appropriate in 5.3, Future research and data needs). 

Response: 

 Thanks for the suggestion. We substantially extended the discussion about future 

development for GOLUM-CNP towards a more realistic / complex diagnostic.  

 



7. The manuscript needs a careful proofreading by a fluent English speaker. Starting with the 

title, “model” would make more sense than “modeling”. 

Response: 

Thank you for your suggestion. We have requested several fluent English speakers to 

play a more active role in the re-writing and editing of the whole manuscript. We hope that 

the revised manuscript could satisfactorily address all of your concerns. 

 

Specific comments: 

8. Page 2, lines 17-21: Not clear if you are talking about N cycling, P cycling, or both  

Response: 

We revise this paragraph: “… Many of the underlying processes are not fully understood, 

and comprehensive data for evaluation are lacking to constrain the representation of some key 

processes (Zaehle et al., 2014), so model structure, the processes included and the prescribed 

parameters differ widely among LSMs (Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011). For example, some 

models assume constant stoichiometry (N:C and P:C ratios) in plant tissues (Thornton et al., 

2007; Weng and Luo, 2008), but others have a flexible stoichiometry (Wang et al., 2010; 

Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle and Friend, 2010). For the N cycle, for 

instance, some models do not include losses of gaseous N due to from denitrification 

(Medvigy et al., 2009), some use the “hole-in-the-pipe” approach to simulate the 

denitrification flux (Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010), assuming it is proportional to 

net N mineralization, and others calculate this flux as a function of soil N-pool size and soil 

conditions (temperature, moisture, pH, etc.) (Parton et al., 2010; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; 

Zaehle and Friend, 2010). For models of the terrestrial P cycle, for instance, Jahnke (2000) 

estimated a global amount of soil P of 200 Pg and that P contained in plants was 3 Pg, based 

on empirical P content of soils (0.1%) and soil thickness (60 cm). These estimates were 

questioned by Wang et al. (2010) and Goll et al. (2012), who estimated that P in plants ranged 

between 0.23 and 0.39 Pg and that P in soil was only 26.5 Pg based on P:C ratios derived 

from more comprehensive stoichiometric data sets. Furthermore, these models terrestrial 

ecosystem models are usually only evaluated for specific ecosystems or at a limited number 

of sites (Goll et al., 2017a; Yang et al., 2014). The application of these models for simulations 

with global coverage is thus highly uncertain (Goll et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2010; Zhang et 

al., 2011).” 

 

9. Page 2, lines 28-30: Too bad that this is not discussed further  

Response: 

 We add some discussions about the different quantities of P pool sizes. Please refer to the 

response to Comment 8. 

 

10. Page 3, lines 17-19, state that an inorganic P pool was added to the model, and it is 

assumed that this P is accessible to plants. However, in reality, very little inorganic P is 

accessible to plants.  

Response: 

 P exists in various forms in soil with different accessibilities to plants (Yang and Post, 

2011). P may enter the solution through desorption or dissolution of inorganic P, or by 



mineralization of organic P, and then is utilized by plants.  

In the original manuscript, we referred only to “inorganic P that are accessible by plants” 

for an integration of all the forms that can be easily used by plants. In the model developed by 

Wang et al. (2007) they defined four P pools (labile P, sorbed P, strongly sorbed P and 

occluded P) in soil and argued that the time for reaching equilibrium between labile inorganic 

P and sorbed inorganic P in soil is less than one hour. In this context, although the inorganic P 

that is directly accessible to plants is very small, there are still considerable amount of other 

forms of P that can be fast transformed to inorganic P that can be utilized by plants. A recent 

synthesis of a database of soil P fractions by Yang and Post (2011) also confirmed that the 

amount of labile P in soils (defined as the sum of resin Pi, bicarbonate Pi and Po using Hedley 

fractionation method) is generally much higher than vegetation demand, even in highly 

weathered soils commonly considered as P limited. They argued that P uptake by microbial 

(immobilization) competing with plant uptake strongly controls the P availability of plants, 

citing evidence by Cole et al. (1977) “…two grassland sites…, root uptake of P vs. microbial 

uptake of P was 5.26 kg P ha−1 yr−1 vs. 24.57 kg P ha−1 yr−1 and 12.00 kg P ha−1 yr−1 vs. 31.60 

kg P ha−1 yr−1 respectively”. These evidences all show that although some P in soils is not 

readily accessible to plants, a large amount of this P can be transformed quickly into a form 

that can be used by plants, and that this transformation is usually faster than the time scale 

(one year) of our computation. In consequence, it is possible to define a single pool to 

represent labile soil P available for plants. And our results (original Fig. 3) about the 

immobilization fluxes and plant uptake in most biomes are supported by Yang and Post (2011) 

indeed. 

To address the comments by the referee, we use “labile soil P” instead of “inorganic P” 

all through the manuscript and revised the text: “…Two additional pools not present in 

CARDAMOM are added, representing soil inorganic N and labile soil P. These two N and P 

pools are assumed to represent nutrients accessible by plants (see Sect. 2.1 and 2.2). Of note 

is that these inorganic N and labile P pools represent an integration of various forms of N and 

P. For example, P has various forms in soil and can be transformed between those forms 

(Wang et al., 2007; Yang and Post, 2011). Some forms of organic P (e.g. bicarbonate Po in 

Hedley method) can also be easily mineralized and thus were implicitly included in our labile 

soil P pool. Other forms of P that are not easily accessible to plants are referred to as 

“occluded P” and labile soil P can become occluded P (Wang et al., 2010; Goll et al., 2017a). 

Fluxes connecting the pools are described by the differential equations …” 

 

11. Page 3, line 31: What do you think about N from rock weathering (Houlton et al. 2018)?  

Response: 

 Thank you for pointing out this newly published paper. The paper of Houlton et al. (2018) 

pointed out that about 19 to 31 Tg N yr-1 are mineralized from near-surface rocks. Their 

results also suggested that rock N inputs are particularly important in montane and 

high-latitude ecosystems. However, they also discussed the fact that at some places where 

rock weathering occurs deep beneath the soil, N from rocks may be released to groundwater 

and transported to fluvial systems. The ability of plants to use weathered N in deep soils 

depends on the depth of their roots and how much of the rock N inputs are actually used by 

plants was not quantified in their study. In another synthesis mentioned by the referee 



(Augusto et al., 2017) in Comment 14, soil N availability was shown not significantly 

dependent on soil parent material or soil weathering stage. Augusto et al., (2017) argued that 

soil parent material and weathering stage only have indirect effects on soil N availability 

through its influence on edaphic factors such as soil pH. These evidences together show that 

rock weathering may contribute a significant amount of N to the soil, but the amount of these 

N are accessible to plants are still unknown and needed to be assessed. 

 Computationally, in our modelling framework, if fluxes of rock N inputs are taken into 

account, they should act as an input of N to non-agricultural ecosystems. Qualitatively, 

considering the computation of the model outputs (Appendix E) only the size of inorganic N 

is related to the total input of N to non-agricultural ecosystems (Eq. E17). Quantitatively, our 

estimate of the total input of N to non-agricultural ecosystems (188 Tg yr-1) is at the higher 

end of the estimate by Houlton et al. (2018) even when they considered the rock N inputs 

(mean 147 Tg yr-1, and range between 99.1 and 185.1 Tg yr-1). Compared with estimates from 

Houlton et al. (2018), the fluxes from rock N inputs ignored in GOLUM-CNP are 

compensated by the larger estimate of N fixation and atmospheric N deposition used by 

GOLUM-CNP. In consequence, our estimates of total N inputs, and thus the associated model 

output (inorganic N) cover the uncertainty related to missing N inputs from rocks.  

 In the revised manuscript, we mention the recent paper by Houlton et al. (2018) on page 

3 line 35: “… The N cycle includes a specific soil inorganic-N pool in addition to the five 

pools of the C cycle. The inputs of N to ecosystems include atmospheric N deposition and N 

fixation (Nd+Nfix in Fig. 1), both of which are assumed to enter the inorganic-N pool. We did 

not consider the flux of N mobilized from near-surface rocks, although a recent paper by 

Houlton et al. (2018) pointed out this flux may be an important N sources in montane and 

high-latitude ecosystems. The total N-fixation flux in this study includes both symbiotic and 

asymbiotic fixation…” In the discussion section on page 12 line 37, we add more discussions 

about it: “In addition, some processes, such as the N inputs from rock weathering (Houlton et 

al., 2018) were not considered in this study, because 1) as stated in Houlton et al. (2018), it is 

still unknown how much of rock-released N can be used by plants when rock weathering 

happens deep beneath the soils; 2) in GOLUM-CNP, adding rock N inputs has the same effect 

than N fixation and N deposition (Eqs. B6 and E17); and 3) the estimate of total input of N to 

ecosystems (188 Tg N yr-1) in this study are already at the higher end of the estimate (mean 

147 Tg yr-1, and range between 99.1 and 185.1 Tg yr-1) of Houlton et al. (2018), even if rock 

N inputs are not accounted for, due to our larger estimates of N fixation and N deposition than 

Houlton et al. (2018). In the future, the rock N inputs and the fraction of these N inputs are 

accessible to plants should be further quantified and the quantity of total N inputs to the 

ecosystems should be reconciled between different studies. With these improvements, the 

future development of data-driven GOLUM-CNP should take into all these processes and 

fluxes.” 

 

12. Page 3, lines 37-38: N fixation is not entirely controlled by plants. In fact, the authors 

mentioned asymbiotic fixation a few lines above.  

Response: 

 We agree with the referee. Biological N fixation occur in two ways: symbiotic and 

asymbiotic (or free-living). However, there are a diversity of the relationship between the 



N2-fixing organisms and plants and these is no clear line separating symbiotic and asymbiotic 

N fixiation and how these N can be used by plants and microbes (Reed et al., 2011). In this 

study, we do not separate the two and this is not a problem under steady state, since the inputs 

of N fixation are either used by plants, used by microbes (e.g. through immobilization) or 

even lost through leaching. 

To address the concerns by the referee, we revised the manuscript: “The total N-fixation 

flux in this study includes both symbiotic and asymbiotic fixation, separately estimated from 

a previous study (see Sect. 3.1). We do not separate the two fixation processes and assume 

that they together contribute to the inorganic-N pool, although these two pathways of N 

fixation are differed in terms of the relationships between N2-fixing microorganisms and plants. 

We did not consider the flux of N mobilized from near-surface rocks, although a recent paper by 

Houlton et al. (2018) pointed out this flux may be an important N sources in montane and 

high-latitude ecosystems. N uptake (FN) by plants is assumed…” 

 

13. Page 4, lines 21-22: much inorganic P is neither strongly sorbed, nor immediately 

available to plants. See, for example, Yang et al. (2013).  

Response: 

 We agree with the referee. Please refer to revision of the manuscript in the response to 

Comment 10. 

 

14. Page 5, lines 2-6: why the biome-scale analysis? Soil parent material is perhaps the most 

important factor governing nutrient limitation (Augusto et al. 2017) and has substantial 

sub-biome scale variability.  

Response: 

 Firstly, Augusto et al. (2017) grouped their database into four climate classes (tropical, 

dry, temperate and cold) rather than different ecosystems/biomes, because “… generally low 

number of values per climate–ecosystem combination” in their database. And because of the 

limited number of data, “For a given climate class (e.g., temperate class), we found no 

statistical difference of nutrient limitation among ecosystem types (e.g., forests vs. grasslands)” 

– their analyses were only made for different ecosystems within their climate classes, but 

were not made for ecosystem across the globe. 

In Augusto et al. (2017), they used three independent approaches and defined three 

indexes to address nutrient limitation: 1) plant growth response to nutrient addition 

(fertilization) (index 1 hereafter); 2) leaf chemistry including N:P ratios and nutrient 

resorption efficiency based on a leaf database containing values of N content and/or P content 

for green leaves and senescent leaves (index 2 hereafter); and 3) a model framework 

quantifying soil N and P in soils that are available to plants (index 3 hereafter). Of note is that 

the former two indices are defined from a vegetation perspective, while the third index is 

defined from a perspective of soil properties. 

Augusto et al. (2017) found that N limitation (all three indexes) was best explained by 

climate (Fig. 3d-f and Sect. 3.2 in Augusto et al., 2017) and not directly linked to soil parent 

materials (Fig. S10g in Augusto et al., 2017) and weathering stage (Fig. S10a in Augusto et 

al., 2017). They found P-limited plant growth (index 1) was not directly linked to climate or 

latitude (Fig. 3h, j, k in Augusto et al., 2017) but partly related to P atmospheric deposition 



(Sect 3.3 in Augusto et al., 2017). They found that soil P availability (index 3) could be 

“partly” explained by soil types and soil parent materials. Of note is that only one of the three 

indexes, and only for P, was attributed to soil properties in Augusto et al. (2017). In addition, 

even grouped into different classes of soil parent materials, there are substantial sub-classes 

variability related to soil properties (Fig. S10b, e, h in Augusto et al., 2017). 

Augusto et al. (2017) further investigated the relative importance of actual N limitation 

versus P limitation and found soil parent materials appeared to be “slightly” more important 

than climate (Fig. 4c) based on the plant growth response to fertilization (index 1). However, 

when looking at plant N:P ratios, the relative limitation index of the plant leaf influenced by 

climate (+0.73) was more strongly than by soil parent material (-0.2) as shown by Fig. 4d in 

Augusto et al. (2017).  

As shown above, there are different indexes for nutrient stresses, which differ with 

respect to the perspective (soil, individual plant, vegetation, ecosystem, etc). In the nutrient 

cycle, the vegetation and soil are tightly coupled: plants take nutrients from the soil for 

growing and return the nutrients to soil when they die. So all indexes have their use and a 

combination of indexes is the best to cover the big picture, like Augusto et al. (2017) did. In 

this study, we aimed to provide a dataset to evaluate the results of LSMs in their simulation of 

interactions between C, N and P cycling and LSMs mainly work at ecosystem scale. We 

focused on openness, nutrient use efficiencies and residence times in ecosystems. The 

openness is defined as the percentage of the total plant uptake of nutrients from new nutrient 

inputs (N fixation and N deposition for N; P deposition and release of P from rock weathering 

for P), and the nutrient use efficiencies are defined as the quotient between GPP and plant 

uptake of N and P from inorganic N and labile soil P. These indicators all work at ecosystem 

scale, so that we think it is more appropriate to made analysis at biome-scale rather than at 

soil scale in this study. 

At last, other studies discussing about similar indicators also made analysis at biome 

scale. For example, Cleveland et al. (2013) discussed the patterns of new versus recycled 

nutrients, which is a similar concept as the openness defined in our study, for different biomes. 

The analysis of nutrient efficiencies made by Gill and Finzi (2016) were also made at the 

biome scale. We think, as already highlighted above, whether the analysis should be made at 

biome-scale or soil-type-scale should largely depend on what variables we are looking at. 

To address the point raised by the referee and highlight the fact different studies define 

nutrient cycles at different scales, we revise the manuscript on page 5 line 2: “Different 

indices have been used to describe nutrient cycling from different perspectives (soil, 

individual plant, vegetation, ecosystem, etc) (Augusto et al., 2017; Cleveland et al., 2013; Gill 

and Finzi, 2016). In this study, we focused on the openness, nutrient use efficiencies and the 

residence time (Sect. 3.2) which are defined at ecosystem scale and thus correspond to the 

scale at which DGVMs are typically defined. For the presentation of results, we distinguish 

seven biomes: tropical rainforests (TRF), temperate deciduous forests (TEDF), …” 

 

15. Page 5, lines 12-13: I am concerned at the ECMWF soil moisture product. Is it any good? 

Doesn’t it have fixed layer depths? I’m not sure if that is appropriate here.  

Response: 

ERA-Interim/Land has four fixed layer depths: 0-0.07 m, 0.07-0.28 m, 0.28-1 m and 



1-2.89 m. We admit that we do not have precise data set for the total soil content globally up 

till now, so that we only rely on some model results which were also constrained and 

evaluated against in situ measurements (Balsamo et al., 2015; Martens et al., 2017).  

 In our computation, the soil moisture impacts the estimate of inorganic N and labile soil 

P (Eqs. B7, E17 and E28). To address the question by the referee, we choose another widely 

used data set of root-zone soil moisture, GLEAM v3.2 (Martens et al., 2017). In GLEAM 

v3.2, the depth of the root zone is a function of the land-cover type and comprises three model 

layers for the fraction of tall vegetation (0–10, 10–100, and 100–250 cm), two for the fraction 

of low vegetation (0–10, 10–100 cm), and only one for the fraction of bare soil (0–10 cm). 

We multiplied the root-zone soil moisture by the depth of root zone derived from the biome 

map we showed in our study to estimate the total water content. To convert from the biome 

map to the classes defined in GLEAM v3.2, we assume forests biomes correspond to tall 

vegetation in GLEAM v3.2, grass biomes correspond to low vegetation and other land 

surfaces correspond to bare soil. The comparison between the resulting pool sizes of 

inorganic N and labile soil P using these two different data sets of soil moisture are shown in 

Fig. R1. It is not surprising that these two products have large uncertainties at grid scale, but 

the large-scale patterns of inorganic N and labile soil P using these two products are very 

similar.  

 To address the referee’s concern, we revise the sentence on page 5, lines 12-13: “The 

spatially explicit estimate of total soil moisture was derived from the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim/Land; 

Albergel et al., 2013; Balsamo et al., 2015). Gridded soil water content was provided in 

ERA-Interim/Land in four discretized layers until 2.89 m below ground, which is the soil 

depth we considered for the total soil moisture. Although some uncertainties exist at grid 

scale, the large-scale patterns in soil moisture from ERA-Interim/Land are consistent with 

other products (Rötzer et al., 2015), enabling us to use it to represent the large-scale spatial 

gradients in soil water moisture. The global gridded estimate of runoff data was obtained from 

the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC, http://www.grdc.sr.unh.edu/), …” 



 

Figure R1 Comparison between inorganic N (a, c) and labile soil P (b, d) using different 

products of soil water content. 

 

16. Page 8, lines 3-4: There is not much take-away here. I guess it is not too surprising that 

the number falls within the large range. But what is the range of your computed number? Is 

the ranage reduced or increased compared to CARDAMOM?  

Response: 

 This section used input of C (NPP) to ecosystems and the residence time of C pools to 

compute a steady-state C cycle. The aim of this computation is not to improve CARDAMOM 

results, but to justify that the steady-state C cycle transformed from CARDAMOM is within 

the range of our best knowledge about the C cycle corresponding to non-steady state 

present-day conditions (provided by CARDAMOM). This section justifies the use of steady 

state transformation to derive the N and P cycle in GOLUM-CNP. For instance, the pool sizes 

of N and P in vegetation are computed as the product of C pool sizes (computed based on 

steady-state assumption) and the stoichiometry ratios of N:C and P:C based on a 

mass-balance approach.  

 We revised this section and highlighted the justification of using this steady-state C cycle 

rather than the original CARDAMOM in our GOLUM-CNP. 

 

17. Page 8, lines 16-19: All of this seems like speculation, more appropriate for a “discussion” 

section than for “Results”.  

Response: 

Thanks for the suggestion. We revise the manuscript: 

- Sect. 4.1: “Table 2 shows the global C-pool sizes and main fluxes of the steady-state 



C cycle transformed from CARDAMOM under the climate condition of 2001-2010, 

which are compared with the means and percentile ranges from the original 

non-steady-state CARDAMOM results. Although the steady-state C stocks do not 

exactly represent the C stocks at present day, theThe differences between the 

steady-state transformed pool sizes and the original non-steady-state CARDAMOM 

results were within 10% for most C pools and fluxes. The largest differences were 

for the estimates of the biomass (foliar, fine-root and wood) pools. The larger foliar 

and fine-root pools in the steady-state GOLUM-CNP model were due to 

adjustments done for grass dominated grid cells for which CARDAMOM provided 

some wood growth inconsistent with the biome distribution used in GOLUM-CNP. 

In these cases, we allocated wood growth from CARDAMOM into growth of fine 

root and foliage. placing woody NPP into these two pools in the grassland grid cells. 

These pools in GOLUM-CNP, however, remained within the [5, 95th] percentile 

range of the original CARDAMOM valuesversion. The pool size for global woody 

biomass was 37% smaller in the steady-state model (469 Pg) than the original 

CARDAMOM results but remained within its inter-quartile range (364-984 Pg). The 

differences between the gridded maps from original CARDAMOM and 

GOLUM-CNP are shown in Fig S1. The steady-state transformed C stocks in 

biomass, litter and SOM were within the 25th and 75th percentiles of the original 

CARDAMOM results at more than 90% of forest grid cells, indicating that our 

steady-state transformed C stocks are close to the actual C stocks at present day, 

given the large uncertainties in the state-of-the-art estimates. Due to the adjustment 

made for the grass dominated grid cells (see above), the C pools for grassland differ 

more strongly than forest-dominated area from the original CARDAMOM.” 

- Sect. 5.3 page 12 lines 35-37: “… Our results are a first step for evaluating global 

biogeochemical cycles. Although our steady-state C pool sizes (given the NPP and 

residence time at the condition of current climate) were within the [25, 75th] 

percentile range of the original non-steady-state CARDAMOM results (Fig. S1) at 

most grid cells, the biomass C stocks at 5%-10% of forest grid cells exceed the 

uncertainty range of CARDAMOM. In addition, independent remote-sensing 

estimates for 30°N to 80°N were 4.76 ± 1.78 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density 

and 79.8 ± 29.9 Pg C for total forest C (Thurner et al., 2014), which were lower than 

the GOLUM-CNP estimates (6.51 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density across pixels 

defined as forest in Fig. 2, and 181 Pg C for total forest C) for this region. This 

inconsistency was largely due to the fact that northern temperate and boreal forests 

may deviate substantially from their equilibrium for the current NPP (Pan et al., 

2011), because of climate change and elevated CO2. Residual overestimation could 

be also due to the fact that biomass removal by harvesting and from disturbance 

other than fires was not explicitly constrained in CARDAMOM and thus not 

represented in GOLUM-CNP. A transient simulation of N and P cycling will be 

needed in future studies…” 

 

18. Page 11, lines 4-18: There are also a fair amount of “results” in the “Discussion” section. 

Furthermore, these are some very ad hoc ways of making corrections when unexpected results 



are obtained.  

Response: 

 We think that these corrections are empirical because they are not directly a “data-driven” 

product like CARDAMOM (although CARDAMOM lacks strong constraints for the C 

allocation fractions, especially at high latitudes). This part of discussion aims to provide an 

example how to identify the major contributor of the uncertainties in the model and how to 

qualitatively estimate the impact of some biased input data on the results. In this context, we 

think that this part is more appropriate for the “Discussion” results rather than the “Results” 

section. 

 In order to clarify the logic of this section, we made the following revisions in the 

manuscript:  

- Page 3 line 10-12: “… We first present the model structure (Sect. 2) and the data 

sets used to derive its outputs consisting of pools, fluxes and turnovers of C, N and 

P (Sect. 3). The model results and their sensitivities to the input observation-based 

data sets are then further analyzed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we show examples of the 

application of this sensitivity analysis to identify the major differences in the results 

from our model framework and a synthesis of in situ measurements, and a 

qualitative example of how to compare the model and the independent data. These 

differences identify critical observations to reduce uncertainty in global C and 

nutrient cycling and highlight the future demand for model development, calibration 

and evaluation.” 

- Page 10 line 16: “… The data-driven estimates of steady-state global C, N and P 

cycles are the first that are fully consistent with a large set of global 

observation-based data sets, under the condition of current climate, deposition and 

CO2 concentration. The indicators for the coupling between nutrient and C cycling, 

which are emerging properties of GOLUM-CNP, are used to evaluate the 

capabilities of GOLUM-CNP to capture observed patterns among biomes. We found 

that there are some differences between our data-driven estimates and previous 

studies about the nutrient efficiencies at biome scales (Gill and Finzi, 2016) and the 

openness (Cleveland et al., 2013). In this section, we discussed the major 

uncertainties in our model and show how these uncertainties affect the computation 

of nutrient efficiencies and the openness (Sect. 5.1). Of note is that most of our 

discussions are for the C cycle (based on the sensitivity analysis, see below), and 

since CARDAMOM is the only data-driven C cycle to our knowledge, the 

modifications of the CARDAMOM dataset we made in this section are more 

qualitative and diagnostic rather than deterministic. Such an example highlights 

some important variables that should be investigated or considered in future 

data-driven products.” 

 

19. Page 11, lines 40-41: I do not see where this was shown. 

Response: 

 We revise the sentence: “Our estimates of P openness were also larger than those byof 

Cleveland et al. (2013), which was we attributed to the large differences in the estimates of P 

deposition between the two studies: Cleveland et al. (2013) used values of P deposition (0.26 



Tg yr-1) reported byfrom Mahowald et al. (2008), which were almost an order of magnitude 

lower than the recent estimates from Wang et al. (2017) that we used in this study (5.8 Tg yr-1), 

arguably because of an underestimated Wang et al. (2017) revised the contribution of 

anthropogenic P emissions and not accounting for P in particles with diameters >10 μm 

(Wang et al., 2015, 2017). …” 
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Abstract. Global terrestrial nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) cycles are coupled to the global carbon (C) cycle for net 29 

primary production (NPP), plant C allocation and decomposition of soil organic matter, but N and P have distinct pathways 30 

of inputs and losses. Current C-nutrient models exhibit large uncertainties in their estimates of pool sizes, fluxes and 31 

turnover rates of nutrients, due to a lack of consistent global data for evaluating the models. In this study, we present a new 32 

model-data fusion framework called Global Observation-based Land-ecosystems Utilization Model of Carbon, Nitrogen and 33 

Phosphorus (GOLUM-CNP) that combines the CARbon DAta MOdel fraMework (CARDAMOM) data-constrained C-cycle 34 

analysis with spatially explicit data-driven estimates of N and P inputs and losses and with observed stoichiometric ratios. 35 

We calculated the steady-state N- and P-pool sizes and fluxes globally for large biomes. Our study showed that new N inputs 36 

from biological fixation and deposition supplied >20% of total plant uptake in most forest ecosystems but accounted for 37 

smaller fractions in boreal forests and grasslands. New P inputs from atmospheric deposition and rock weathering supplied a 38 

much smaller fraction of total plant uptake than new N inputs, indicating the importance of internal P recycling within 39 

ecosystems to support plant growththat the terrestrial C sink may ultimately be constrained by low P. Nutrient-use efficiency, 40 

defined as the ratio of gross primary production (GPP) to plant nutrient uptake, can bewere diagnosed from our model results 41 

and compared between biomes. Tropical forests had the lowest N-use efficiency and the highest P-use efficiency of the 42 
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forest biomes. An analysis of sensitivity and uncertainty indicated that the NPP-allocation fractions to leaves, roots and 1 

wood contributed the most to the uncertainties in the estimates of nutrient-use efficiencies. Correcting for biases in NPP-2 

allocation fractions produced more plausible gradients of N- and P-use efficiencies from tropical to boreal ecosystems and 3 

highlighted the critical role of accurate measurements of C allocation for understanding the N and P cycles.  4 

1 Introduction 5 

Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) cycling are tightly coupled with the global carbon (C) cycle (Cleveland et al., 2013; 6 

Elser et al., 2007; Gruber and Galloway, 2008; Ver et al., 1999; Turner et al., 2018) in terrestrial ecosystems. N and P 7 

availability affects vegetation productivity, growth and other processesN and P uptake by plants control productivity and 8 

growth (Norby et al., 2010; Sutton et al., 2008; Vitousek and Howarth, 1991). N and P also affect soil C by nutrient controls 9 

on the mineralization of litter and soil organic matter (Gärdenäs et al., 2011; Melillo et al., 2011).  Global vegetation models 10 

suggest that theThe coupling between the C, N and P cycles affects is among the major factors determining the projected 11 

changes in the terrestrial C cycle balance under scenarios of  climate change and rising atmospheric CO2, because additional 12 

productivity will only be realized if plants can increase their uptake or recycling of nutrients (Hungate et al., 2003; Sun et al., 13 

2017; Wang and Houlton, 2009; Zaehle et al., 2015). The eEstimates of the magnitudes of these responses of ecosystems in 14 

the future, however, are highly uncertain (Peñuelas et al., 2013; Wieder et al., 2015). 15 

Nutrients are important for understanding the current perturbation and future projections of the global C cycle, so 16 

several land surface models Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) (LSMs) have incorporated terrestrial N cycling 17 

(Goll et al., 2012; Medvigy et al., 2009; Parton et al., 2010; Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2001, 2010; Weng and Luo, 18 

2008; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2014; Zaehle and Friend, 2010). Fewer models have 19 

incorporated the cycling of P and its interactions with C dynamics (Goll et al., 2012, 2017a; Wang et al., 2010). Many of the 20 

underlying processes are not fully understood, and comprehensive data for evaluation are lacking to constrain the 21 

representation of some key processes (Zaehle et al., 2014), so model structure, the processes included and the prescribed 22 

parameters differ widely among LSMs DGVMs (Zaehle and Dalmonech, 2011). For example, some models assume constant 23 

stoichiometry (N:C and P:C ratios) in plant tissues (Thornton et al., 2007; Weng and Luo, 2008), but while others have a 24 

flexible stoichiometry (Wang et al., 2010; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle and Friend, 2010). For the N 25 

cycle, for instance, some Some models do not include losses of gaseous N due tofrom denitrification (Medvigy et al., 2009), 26 

some use the “hole-in-the-pipe” approach to simulate the denitrification flux (Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010), 27 

assuming it is proportional to net N mineralization, and while others calculate this flux as a function of soil N-pool size and 28 

soil conditions (temperature, moisture, pH, etc.) (Parton et al., 2010; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Zaehle and Friend, 2010). 29 

For the P cycle, for instance, Jahnke (2000) estimated that the global total amount of soil P was 200 Pg and that the P 30 

contained in plants was 3 Pg, based on empirical P content of soils (0.1%) and soil thickness (60 cm). These estimates were 31 

questioned by recent studies from Wang et al. (2010) and Goll et al. (2012), who estimated that P in plants ranged between 32 

0.23 and 0.39 Pg and that P in soil was only 26.5 Pg based on P:C ratios derived from more comprehensive stoichiometric 33 

data sets. Furthermore, these modelsterrestrial ecosystem models are usually only evaluated for specific ecosystems or at a 34 

limited number of sites (Goll et al., 2017a; Yang et al., 2014a). The application of these models for simulations with global 35 

coverage is thus highly uncertain (Goll et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011). Jahnke (2000) estimated that the 36 

global total amount of soil P was 200 Pg and that the P contained in plants was 3 Pg. These estimates, though, were 37 

questioned by Wang et al. (2010) and Goll et al. (2012), who estimated that P in plants ranged between 0.23 and 0.39 Pg and 38 

that P in soil was only 26.5 Pg. 39 

A growing number of data sets in recent decades have addressed many aspects of the nutrient cycles and their 40 

interactions with C dynamics. For example, Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015) synthesized the stoichiometry in different 41 

ecosystem compartments and highlighted the latitudinal gradients of plant, litter and soil stoichiometry. Liu et al. (2017) 42 
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evaluated soil net N mineralization among different ecosystems at the global scale and found that net N mineralization 1 

decreased with increasing latitude. They also found that the N mineralization at higher latitudes are is more sensitive to 2 

temperature changes than at lower latitudes, indicating potential alleviation of N limitation for plants’ productivity at boreal 3 

regions under global warming. Yang et al. (2013) provided spatially explicit estimates of different forms of soil P globally 4 

and thus made it possible to assess the P content that is available for plant uptake. These data help to improve the 5 

understanding of the global terrestrial biogeochemical cycles across large climatic and ecological gradients and can in 6 

principle be combined to provide an integrated analysis of terrestrial C, N and P dynamicscycles. Estimates of C, N and P 7 

cycles consistent with all these data sets, however, have not yet been successfully provided due to the difficulties in 8 

combining these data sets with different uncertainties and inconsistent spatial/temporal representations. 9 

We present a new global data-driven diagnostic of C, N and P pools and fluxes, called GOLUM-CNP (modeling 10 

framework called Global Observation-based Land-ecosystems Utilization Model of Carbon, Nitrogen and Phosphorus) 11 

which is based on the assumption that these cycles are equilibrated with present day conditions (see below for limitations of 12 

this approach). The goals of this study are to: 1) establish a global data-driven diagnostics of C, N and P fluxes and pools in 13 

order to compare nutrient use efficiencies, nutrient turnover rates and other relevant indicators across biomes; and 2) provide 14 

a new dataset that can be used to evaluate the results of global terrestrial biosphere models with consistent state of C, N and 15 

P cycles. (GOLUM-CNP) for providing observation-based estimates of C, N and P pools and fluxes. In GOLUM-CNP, We 16 

calculated the C, N and P cycles were estimated for different biomes for an assuminged steady state corresponding towith 17 

present-day input of carbon (NPP), nitrogen (N deposition and N fixation) and phosphorus (P deposition and release from 18 

rock weathering)conditions (see Sect. 3.2). The reason for this steady-state computation lies in the fact that only few global 19 

long-term observations associated with N and P cycles are available and are insufficient to constrain a transient simulation 20 

under the model framework. For example, field-scale manipulation experiments have shown that warming, elevated 21 

atmospheric CO2, and N and P fertilization can drive changes in stoichiometry and nutrient resorptions (Sistla and Schimel, 22 

2012; Sardans et al., 2012; Sardans and Peñuelas, 2012; Mayor et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014b; Yuan and Chen, 2015; 23 

Sardans et al., 2016; Sardans et al., 2017) in terrestrial ecosystems, but these data are insufficient to infer these changes in 24 

terrestrial ecosystems during the past decades. As more data becomes available, the model framework can be adjusted to 25 

simulate a transient present day state. Although, the steady-state assumption hampers the comparison of stocks with present 26 

day observations, a direct comparison with simulated steady states of DGVM is possible as these model can simulate the 27 

steady-state for present day conditions.  28 

Starting from a CARbon DAta MOdel fraMework (CARDAMOM) data-constrained analysis of the terrestrial C cycle 29 

(Bloom et al., 2016), which is based on the Data Assimilation Linked Ecosystem Carbon Model version two (DALEC2, 30 

Bloom and Williams, 2015; Williams et al., 2005) and on observations of biomass, soil C, leaf area index (LAI) and fire 31 

emissions, we incorporated observed stoichiometric ratios (C:N:P) in each pool, N and P external input fluxes, 32 

transformations and losses in ecosystems and losses and observation-based information for the fraction of gaseous losses of 33 

N to total (gaseous and leaching) losses of N from a global dataset of 15N measurements in soils. Although the diagnostics is 34 

presented for steady state, the methods used to compute fluxes and pools are generic and could be extended to non-steady 35 

state (see Sect. 2 and equations in Appendix A-C) when more data will become available in the future (see Sect. 5.3).  36 

We first present the model structure (Sect. 2) and the data sets used to derive its outputs consisting of pools, fluxes and 37 

turnovers of C, N and P (Sect. 3). The model results and their sensitivities to the input observation-based data sets are then 38 

further analyzed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we show examples of the application of this sensitivity analysis to identify the major 39 

differences in the results from our model framework and a synthesis of in situ measurements, and a qualitative example of 40 

how to compare the model and the independent data. These differences identify critical observations to reduce uncertainty in 41 

global C and nutrient cycling and highlight the future demand for model development, calibration and evaluation. Finally, 42 

we discuss the potential applications of the framework for model development, calibration and evaluation. 43 
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2 Model structure 1 

The GOLUM-CNP framework describes the C, N and P cycles in natural (i.e. non-agricultural) terrestrial ecosystems 2 

(Fig. 1). We follow the model structure of DALEC2 and CARDAMOM for the C cycle. We used the same C pools and 3 

fluxes as in the CARDAMOM diagnostic (see Sect. 2.1 for details) to describe the C cycle and we computed associated N 4 

and P pools and fluxes. Biomass is divided into three pools: foliage, fine roots and wood. The wood pool includes woody 5 

stems, branches and coarse roots. The litter pool in Fig. 1 corresponds to fine litter from leaves and fine roots. Soil organic 6 

matter (SOM) receives C from fine litter and woody biomass. Two additional pools not present in CARDAMOM are added, 7 

representing soil inorganic N and labile soil P. These two inorganic N and labile soil P pools are assumed to represent 8 

nutrients accessible by plants (see Sect. 2.1 and 2.2). Of note is that these inorganic N and labile soil P pools represent an 9 

integration of various forms of N and P. For example, P has various forms in the soil and can be transformed between those 10 

forms (Wang et al., 2007; Yang and Post, 2011). Some forms of organic P (e.g. bicarbonate Po in Hedley method, Yang and 11 

Post, 2011) can easily be mineralized and thus were implicitly included in our labile soil P pool. Other forms of P that are 12 

not easily accessible to plants are referred to as “occluded P” and labile soil P can become occluded P (Wang et al., 2010; 13 

Goll et al., 2017a). Fluxes connecting the pools are described by the differential equations given in Appendices A-C. An 14 

overview of the C, N and P cycles and their interactions are presented in the following sections. A full list of the symbols 15 

and their definitions is given in Table 1.  16 

2.1 C cycle 17 

The C cycle in the GOLUM-CNP model structure is based on the DALEC2 model (Bloom et al., 2016; Bloom and 18 

Williams, 2015). We used a similar structure to define the C pools of GOLUM-CNP but grouped the DALEC2 foliar and 19 

labile vegetation C pools into a single foliar pool (Fig. 1). Net primary production (NPP) is allocated to the three biomass 20 

pools. The outgoing fluxes from biomass pools include losses from fire, the transfer of foliage and root detritus to litter and 21 

the transfer of wood debris directly to the SOM pool. The outgoing fluxes from litter include losses from fire and 22 

decomposition. A fraction of decomposed litter is respired and returned to the atmosphere as CO2, the remaining fraction 23 

being converted to SOM. The SOM pool loses C by fire and decomposition. Differential equations governing the dynamics 24 

of C pools are given in Appendix A. 25 

2.2 N cycle 26 

The N cycle in GOLUM-CNP is coupled to the C cycle: the pool sizes of N are decided determined by the C-pool sizes 27 

and their respective N:C ratios; the N fluxes from different pools are determined by the N-pool sizes and corresponding 28 

turnover rates. The N cycle includes a specific soil inorganic-N pool in addition to the five pools of the C cycle. The inputs 29 

of N to ecosystems include atmospheric N deposition and N fixation (Nd+Nfix in Fig. 1), both of which are assumed to enter 30 

the inorganic-N pool. The total N-fixation flux in this study includes both symbiotic and asymbiotic fixation (see Sect. 3.1), 31 

separately estimated from a previous study (see Sect. 3.1). We, but we do not separate the two fixation processes and assume 32 

that they together contribute to the inorganic-N pool, although these two pathways of N fixation are differed in terms of the 33 

relationships between N2-fixing microorganisms and plantseven though N fixation is controlled by plants. We did not 34 

consider the flux of N mobilized from near-surface rocks, although a recent paper by Houlton et al. (2018) pointed out this 35 

flux may be an important N sources in montane and high-latitude ecosystems. N uptake (FN) by plants is assumed to be 36 

solely from the inorganic-N pool. Organic N is an important N supply for plants (Näsholm et al., 2009) , especially in boreal-37 

forest and tundra ecosystems (Schimel and Bennett, 2004; Schimel and Chapin, 1996; Zhu and Zhuang, 2013), but the 38 

quantitative importance of this process is still unknown for other ecosystems globally. We thus ignored the uptake of organic 39 

soil N. N uptake by plants from the inorganic-N pool is modeled from the N:C ratio of NPP allocated to biomass pools 40 

minus the resorbed N. In the real world, N is only resorbed at the end of the growing season or leaf lifespan and then stored 41 
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in plant organs and remobilized during the next growing season. Here, because our model does not have a sub-annual time 1 

step, rates of resorption described by a resorption coefficient (Appendix B) are assumed to be constant over time. We also 2 

assumed that N is not resorbed from fine roots or wood, because evidence for this process is inconclusive (Gordon and 3 

Jackson, 2000; Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al., 2015). N mineralization is modeled along with litter and SOM decomposition. 4 

N immobilization due to the uptake of inorganic soil N by soil organisms is modeled to match the higher N:C ratio of the 5 

SOM pool than its donor (wood and litter) pools. The outputLoss of N from ecosystems occurs from through fire, 6 

denitrification and leaching. The N lost due to fire is assumed to be emitted only in gaseous form, because the proportion of 7 

N retained in the residual ash is very small during a fire (Niemeyer et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2009). We consider the gaseous 8 

loss of inorganic N from denitrification but ignore the volatilization of N in the form of NH4
+ N. This flux usually occurs at a 9 

soil pH >8 (Freney et al., 1983) or after application of N fertilizers (Yang et al., 2009), and NH3 emissions from soils under 10 

non-agriculturalnatural vegetation are relatively small globally (5 Tg N y-1, Bouwman et al., 1997; Houlton et al., 2015), 11 

representing <5% of total gaseous loss, so the omission of NH4
+ N volatilization will not introduce large biases in our model 12 

for most regions. The dynamics of N in the pools are summarized by the differential equations in Appendix B. 13 

2.3 P cycle 14 

The P cycle, like the N cycle, is also coupled to the C cycle; the dynamics of P in the pools are depicted described by 15 

the differential equations in Appendix C. The external inputs of P to ecosystems include atmospheric P deposition and P 16 

released from P-bearing minerals by chemical weathering (Pd+Pw in Fig. 1). P from deposition and rock weathering enters 17 

the soil inorganic-P pool. The structure of the P cycle is the same as for the N cycle described above for foliar-P resorption, 18 

P released from the decomposition of litter and SOM and the immobilization of inorganic soil P by soil organisms. Inorganic 19 

P, unlike inorganic N, can be sorbed onto/into soil particles and subsequently become occluded. This form is assumed to be 20 

unavailable to plants. We modeled strong sorptionthe flux from the labile soil P to occluded P with a constant rate. Output 21 

Loss pathways of P from the ecosystem include fire, leaching and conversion to strongly sorbed and occluded P. Notably, 22 

not all P mobilized by fire is emitted in gaseous form, and some of the Pbut is partly retained in the residual ash (Niemeyer 23 

et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2009). We used a constant fraction of 75% (Niemeyer et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2009) to model the P 24 

retained in the residual ash during a fire, and this fraction of P enters the inorganic labile soil P pool. 25 

3 Methods  26 

3.1 Input data sets 27 

All parameters used as inputs for the calibration of GOLUM-CNP are listed in Table 1. A steady state was assumed to 28 

infer remaining The variables (inferred assuming a steady state are also listed in Table 1). The estimates of fluxes and C-pool 29 

sizes were based on mass balances, and the estimates of N- and P-pool sizes were derived from the C-pool size and 30 

stoichiometric data (see below and Appendix E). We used the C fluxes and turnover times of C pools derived from 31 

CARDAMOM for the C cycle (Bloom et al., 2016), which offered a data-consistent analysis of terrestrial C cycling on a 32 

global 1°×1° grid for 2001-2010 by optimizing the DALEC2 model parameters to match the state and process variables with 33 

the global observations of MODIS LAI (Myneni et al., 2015), soil C (Hiederer and Köchy, 2011), burned area (Giglio et al., 34 

2013) and tropical biomass (Saatchi et al., 2011). Although the CARDAMOM data-driven analysis only reported the C pools 35 

and fluxes, the impacts of N and P on the C cycle have been implicitly reflected in CARDAMOM through the constraints by 36 

some of the observations. For example, the availability of N and/or P limits the growth of vegetation and thus the LAI 37 

observed (Klodd et al., 2016; Reich et al., 2010); the N and P contents in soil control the decomposition of soil C and thus 38 

the soil C pool observed (Manzoni et al., 2010). In this sense, it is appropriate to use C cycle from CARDAMOM as inputs 39 

to estimate the pool and fluxes of N and P.CARDAMOM as a basis for the GOLUM-CNP data-driven modeling of C, N and 40 
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P cycles. 1 

Different indices have been used to describe nutrient cycling from different perspectives (soil, individual plant, 2 

vegetation, ecosystem, etc) (Augusto et al., 2017; Cleveland et al., 2013; Gill and Finzi, 2016). In this study, we focused on 3 

the openness, nutrient use efficiencies and the residence time (Sect. 3.2) which are defined at ecosystem scale and thus 4 

correspond to the scale at which DGVMs are typically defined. For the presentation of results, we distinguish seven 5 

biomesThe current synthesis of site data for pool stoichiometry was mainly aggregated at the scale of the biomes, so we 6 

divided the global vegetation into seven biomes, following Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015): tropical rainforests (TRF), 7 

temperate deciduous forests (TEDF), temperate coniferous forests (TECF), boreal coniferous forests (BOCF), tundra (TUN), 8 

tropical/C4 grasslands (TRG) and temperate/C3 grasslands (TEG). Note that similar empirical land-cover maps have been 9 

also used in previous studies to simulate C, N and P cycles (Cleveland et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010). We applied observed 10 

biome-specific used observed biome-averaged values of the N:C ratios of for each pool for the seven biomes from the 11 

synthesis by Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015).  12 

We used the spatially explicit estimates of N deposition (Wang et al., 2017) for 2001-2010 (Fig. S2a), which were 13 

evaluated with globally distributed in-situ measurements. The spatially explicit estimate for N fixation (Fig. S2b) was taken 14 

from the CABLE model simulation for 2001-2010 (Peng et al., submitted) with a N fixation model developed by Wang et al. 15 

(2007). The simulation result matches the relative abundance of N2-fixing legumes in different ecosystems. Globally, the N 16 

fixation is 116 Tg N yr-1 and is within the range of empirical estimates (100-290 Tg N yr-1; Cleveland et al., 1999; Galloway 17 

et al., 2004), but larger than the estimate of 44 Tg N yr-1 by Vitousek et al. (2013) for pre-industrial conditions. The large 18 

range (44-290 TgN yr-1) in the estimates of nitrogen fixation reflects both a paucity of measurements of N fixation, as well as 19 

incomplete understanding of the biophysical and biochemical controls on N fixation. And to our knowledge, CABLE 20 

simulation is the only product that has spatially explicit and processed-based estimates of N fixation, and is therefore used in 21 

this study.We used the spatially explicit estimates of N deposition (Wang et al., 2017) and N fixation (both symbiotic and 22 

asymbiotic) (Peng et al., submitted) for 2001-2010 for the N inputs, which were constrained by the observation-based 23 

estimates of C:N ratios of the various plant pools, soil microbial biomass and organic matter under present conditions. The 24 

resorption coefficients of leaves for the seven biomes were derived from the N:C ratios of leaves and leaf litter reported by 25 

Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015). The rate of loss of inorganic N by leaching was determined from data for total soil 26 

moisture and runoff (Eq. B7). The spatially explicit estimate of total soil moisture was derived from the European Centre for 27 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim/Land; Albergel et al., 2013; Balsamo et al., 28 

2015). Gridded soil water content was provided in ERA-Interim/Land in four discretized layers until 2.89 m below ground, 29 

which is the soil depth we considered for the total soil moisture. Although some uncertainties exist at grid scale, the large-30 

scale patterns in soil moisture from ERA-Interim/Land are consistent with other products (Rötzer et al., 2015), enabling us to 31 

use it to represent the large-scale spatial gradients in soil water moisture. The global gridded estimate of runoff data was 32 

obtained from the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC, http://www.grdc.sr.unh.edu/), which is constrained by observed river 33 

discharges from 663 stations globally. We used observation-based estimates of the fraction of N lost by denitrification to the 34 

total inorganic-N loss (denitrification + leaching) pathways (Goll et al., 2017b) to calibrate the denitrification-loss flux. This 35 

fraction of denitrification loss (fdenit) was derived using a process-based statistical model fitted to global soil δ15N data sets, 36 

based on the distinct 15N fractionation effect of denitrification versus loss from leaching (Bai et al., 2012; Houlton and Bai, 37 

2009). 38 

We constrained the P cycle using the spatially explicit estimates by Wang et al. (2017) for P deposition for 2001-2010 39 

(Fig. S3a). Spatially explicit estimates of P input from rock weathering (Fig. S3b) were derived from data for river discharge 40 

and the chemical composition of minerals by Hartmann et al. (2014). The P:C ratios and resorption coefficients for the seven 41 

biomes were obtained from Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015). Only a fraction of total inorganic P can be lost by leaching, 42 

and this fraction of dissolved inorganic P in total labile P was derived based on the observations of Hedley soil P fractions as 43 
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the resin-extractible P divided by total labile P reported by Yang and Post (2011) for the twelve USDA soil orders. The 1 

constant rate at which inorganic P becomes strongly sorbed (fsorb, Eq. C6) was fixed at 0.04 y-1 (Goll et al., 2017a). 2 

Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015) only reported the stoichiometric ratios and the N and P resorption coefficients for 3 

seven large non-agriculturalnatural biomes, but other input variables were grid-based products. A land-cover map was used 4 

to aggregate the grid-based C-cycle variables from Bloom et al. (2016) into the biomes used by Zechmeister-Boltenstern et 5 

al. (2015). The land-cover map was derived from the dominant land-cover type for each grid cell for the globe, excluding 6 

croplands, from the land-cover map of the Climate Change Initiative (LC_CCI) established by the European Space Agency 7 

(ESA) (Bontemps et al., 2013) at 0.25°×0.25° resolution. Specifically, we used the 2010 map to classify all grid cells into 8 

one of the seven non-agriculturalnatural biomes of Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015) (Fig. 2), following the methodology 9 

presented by Poulter et al. (2015). 10 

3.2 Model integration and output diagnostics 11 

We applied the model framework described in Sect. 2 to derive a data-driven estimate of steady-state C, N and P 12 

cycling. A steady state indicates that annual mean input fluxes for all pools are assumed to be balanced by annual mean 13 

outgoing fluxes, with the annual mean outgoing fluxes from organic pools calculated as the quotient of the pool sizes to the 14 

corresponding turnover times. Assuming that all pool sizes were in a steady state, the left side of the equations in Appendices 15 

A-C (Eqs. A1-A5, B1-B6 and C1-C6) were are all equal to zero. Adding the constraints in Appendix D (Eqs. D1-D11), we 16 

derived a system with 28 equations and 28 unknown variables (Table 1), thereby defining allso the estimates of the 17 

unknowns in GOLUM-CNP were all well constrained. The unknown variables were solved by applying the 33 global 18 

spatially explicit observation-based estimates listed in Table 1 in these equations (Appendix E). The set of equations of the 19 

GOLUM-CNP model was solved for each 0.25°×0.25° grid cell using biome-mean N:C and P:C stoichiometric ratios, grid-20 

cell specific values of C variables from Bloom et al. (2016) and the gridded external N- and P-input and -output fields 21 

described above. In this computation, some processes wereare only solved by mass balance and the steady-state assumptions 22 

instead of explicitly being calibrated. For example, we did not explicitly simulate various pathways of N and P 23 

mineralization and immobilization. The N and P mineralization fluxes are computed as the product of the decomposition of 24 

C in litter and SOM and their respective stoichiometries, and N and P immobilization fluxes are computed by mass balance 25 

to match the higher N:C and P:C ratios in the SOM pool than compared to the ratios in inputs to SOM from wood and litter 26 

decomposition. Similar computations have been widely used in previous studies. For instance, N and P mineralization were 27 

computed as the difference between nutrient demand of vegetation and the sum of external inputs and resorption in 28 

Cleveland et al. (2013, Eqs. S5 and S6), assuming that the nutrients available to plants in soil do not change significantly at 29 

current stage. Some variables were computed by mass balance and do not rely on steady state assumption, e.g. the uptake of 30 

N (FN) and P (FP) by plants (Table 1). Such computations based on mass balance and steady-state assumptions allow us to 31 

have a diagnostic modelling framework, but at the same time capture observations of carbon fluxes, pools and pool 32 

stoichiometries. 33 

The inputs of the C cycle from the original CARDAMOM dataset were provided as probability distributions, while 34 

other datasets were provided only as mean values. In this study, we compute the GOLUM-CNP using the mean values of all 35 

the input datasets to represent the mean behaviour of the C, N and P cycling. 36 

We present the C, N and P pools and the fluxes between them for each biome. We also aggregated the results at the 37 

global scale and compared them with previous studies. We calculated some ecologically relevant quantities from the 38 

GOLUM-CNP output. Following Cleveland et al. (2013), we defined the openness of N and P cycles as NO and PO that 39 

were calculated as the ratio of nutrients inputs (Ix, X∈{N,P}, taken as the sum of deposition (Nd) and biological fixation 40 

(Nfix) for N and as the sum of deposition (Pd) and release from rock weathering (Pw) for P, over the amount of nutrients in 41 
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production, taken as the sum of uptake from inorganic N or labile soil P pools (Fx, X∈{N,P}) and resorbed nutrients (RSBx, 1 

X∈{N,P}),  percentage of the total plant uptake of nutrients (Ix, X∈{N,P}) from new nutrient inputs. Here, new nutrient 2 

inputs included deposition (Nd) and biological fixation (Nfix) for N and deposition (Pd) and rock weathering (Pw) for P, and 3 

the total uptake of nutrients by vegetation included the uptake from inorganic-N or -P pools (Fx, X∈{N,P}) and the resorbed 4 

nutrients (RSBx, X∈{N,P}), leading to: 5 

x

x x
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                                                                                                                                                                 (1) 6 

The mean residence time of N and P for the entire ecosystem (τX,eco, X∈{N,P}) was defined as the ratio of total 7 

modeled pool mass (including plant, litter, SOM and inorganic pools) to all outgoing fluxes. The sum of all steady-state 8 

outgoing fluxes equaled was set equal to the sum of external input fluxes, so we calculated the mean residence time of N and 9 

P by: 10 
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The nutrient-use efficiencies (NUE and PUE) were defined by: 12 

                                                                                                                                                (3) 13 

where Fx (X∈{N,P}) is the annual uptake of inorganic soil N or P by plants, and fNPP is the ratio of NPP to gross primary 14 

production (GPP) from CARDAMOM. Our model used NPP as the input C flux for ecosystems, but we used GPP instead of 15 

NPP in Eq. (3) to calculate XUE for comparing with the estimates based on in situ measurements by Gill and Finzi (2016), 16 

which were also based on GPP. We thus used fNPP only as an external variable in our modeling framework, and fNPP was not 17 

targeted when evaluating the sensitivities and uncertainties of the results (see below). 18 

We tested the steady-state sensitivity (SS) of the model results to the observational data sets (inputs of the model listed 19 

in Table 1) by linearizing the GOLUM-CNP model and its solver for calculating the first-order partial derivative of all 20 

outputs relative to each input parameter: 21 

SS=∂O/∂I                                                                                                                                                                                    (4) 22 

where I is the vector of the input variables, and O is the vector of the output variables. This approach directly provided a 23 

sensitivity matrix, which allowed us to test the effect of the accuracy of the measurement of each input variable on the model 24 

results for the N and P cycles. This method was similar to the “one-at-a-time” (OAT) approach used for sensitivity analysis 25 

in previous C-N coupled modeling studies (Orwin et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2016; Zaehle and Friend, 2010) but did not require 26 

running simulations by changing the inputs one at a time. This approach did not fully explore the possible range of values for 27 

a given parameter, but provided comparable SS values for different parameters, which is useful when the full uncertainty 28 

ranges of some parameters are unknown, e.g. uncertainty due to the inconsistent definitions between the measured pools in 29 

the real world and the conceptual pools in the model, or the large uncertainty due to sparse observations for some biomes. 30 

The input parameters had distinct magnitudes (and units), so we used the relative sensitivities, e.g. SS=∂O/O/(∂I/I), to 31 

compare the sensitivities to different model inputs. For the sensitivity analysis, an SS of 1 indicates that a 1% increase (or 32 

decrease) in a model input produces a 1% increase (or decrease) in the model output, and an SS of -0.5 indicates that a 1% 33 

NPPNPP / fGPP
XUE

Fx Fx
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increase (or decrease) in the model input produces a -0.5% decrease (or increase) in the model output. The results of this 1 

sensitivity analysis could be further used to investigate the sources of uncertainty in the outputs and to evaluate variances of 2 

the model outputs using error propagation: 3 
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                                                                                                                                                                     (5) 4 

where εI,i is the error in the ith input data, εO,i is the error propagated from the error in input i, εO is the error that accounts for 5 

errors in all input data, E represents the expectation of a variable and εΣO is the covariance matrix whose diagonal entries are 6 

the variances of the outputs. 7 

3.3 Adjustments of CARDAMOM C cycle 8 

In CARDAMOM, there was no explicit separation between forests and grasslands and CARDAMOM provided low 9 

woody biomass in grassland dominated regions (Saatchi et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2013), while grasslands are considered 10 

as biomes and have no woody biomass in GOLUM-CNP. In order to represent the grassland biomes in GOLUM-CNP and to 11 

conserve the global NPP from CARDAMOM, Biomass distributions in grassland-dominated biomes, including savannas, are 12 

skewed to low biomass, but has a high tail, particularly in the dry tropics (Saatchi et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2013). weWe 13 

approximated the C-cycle state of the non-forest biomes (TRG, TEG and TUN) by partitioning half of CARDAMOM woody 14 

NPP to foliar NPP and half to fine roots, in order to better represent grassland C, N and P cycling across these biomes. 15 

The CARDAMOM terrestrial C analysis did not assume steady states. Our goal, however, was to describe the steady 16 

states of C, N and P cycling, because few global long-term observations associated with N and P were available to constrain 17 

the model. We recalculated the C cycle based on a subset of the CARDAMOM results. Specifically, we used NPP and 18 

turnover times of the C pools for 2001-2010 (Table 1) and recalculated the steady-state sizes of these pools and the transfers 19 

of C between the pools represented in Fig. 1, solving Eqs. A1-A5 with their left sides as zeros. This steady-state 20 

transformation of the CARDAMOM C cycle is assessed in Sect. 4.1. 21 

4 Results 22 

4.1 Steady state C cycle  23 

Table 2 shows the global C-pool sizes and main fluxes of the steady-state C cycle transformed from CARDAMOM 24 

under the climate conditions of 2001-2010., which are compared with the means and percentile ranges from the original non-25 

steady-state CARDAMOM results. Although the steady-state C stocks do not exactly represent the C stocks at present day, 26 

Thethe differences between the steady-state transformed pool sizes and the original non-steady-state CARDAMOM results 27 

were within 10% for most C pools and fluxes. The largest differences were for the estimates of the biomass (foliar, fine-root 28 

and wood) pools. The larger foliar and fine-root pools in the steady-state GOLUM-CNP model were due to adjustments done 29 

for grass dominated grid cells for which CARDAMOM provided some wood growth inconsistent with the biome distribution 30 

used in GOLUM-CNP. In these cases, we allocated wood growth from CARDAMOM into growth of fine root and foliage. 31 

placing woody NPP into these two pools in the grassland grid cells. These pools in GOLUM-CNP, however, remained 32 

within the [5, 95th] percentile range of the original CARDAMOM valuesversion. The pool size for global woody biomass 33 

was 37% smaller in the steady-state model (469 Pg) than the original CARDAMOM results but remained within its inter-34 

quartile range (364-984 Pg). The differences between the gridded maps from original CARDAMOM and GOLUM-CNP are 35 

shown in Fig S1. The steady-state transformed C stocks in biomass, litter and SOM were within the 25th and 75th percentiles 36 
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of the original CARDAMOM results at more than 90% of forest grid cells, indicating that our steady-state transformed C 1 

stocks are close to the actual C stocks at present day, given the large uncertainties in the state-of-the-art estimates. Due to the 2 

adjustment made for the grass dominated grid cells (see above), the C pools for grassland differ more strongly than forest-3 

dominated area from the original CARDAMOM. The largest difference in woody biomass in the steady-state model was for 4 

the northern temperate and boreal region (>35°N) (Fig. S1). Independent remote-sensing estimates for 30°N to 80°N were 5 

4.76 ± 1.78 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density and 79.8 ± 29.9 Pg C for total forest C (Thurner et al., 2014), which were 6 

much lower than the original CARDAMOM values (9.55 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density across pixels defined as forest 7 

in Fig. 2, and 361 Pg C for total forest C) for this region. The forest woody biomass in the steady-state model for the C cycle 8 

for this region (6.51 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density and 181 Pg C for total forest C) was lower than that in the original 9 

CARDAMOM data set but still higher than that reported by Thurner et al. (2014). This inconsistency was largely due to the 10 

limited extent of the Thurner et al. (2014) map, which only covered ecosystems categorized as forests. Residual 11 

overestimation could also be due to the assumption of a steady state, and northern temperate and boreal forests may deviate 12 

substantially from their equilibrium for the current NPP (Pan et al., 2011), due to climate change and elevated CO2. 13 

Furthermore, biomass removal by harvesting and from disturbance other than fires was not explicitly constrained in 14 

CARDAMOM, which also contributed to a high bias of the steady-state transformation of CARDAMOM. In the following 15 

sections, we used the steady-state CARDAMOM results in the GOLUM-CNP model, which was more appropriate for the 16 

interpretation of biome-scale C, N and P cycling, using the methodological steps outlined in Sect. 3.2 and 3.3. 17 

4.2 Steady-state pool sizesnutrient stocks and fluxes 18 

Figure 3 and Fig. S4 summarizes the pool sizesstocks and fluxes of N and P for the seven biomes and for the globe (Fig. 19 

3 a-g). The uptake fluxes of N and P were largest for tropical forests, mainly driven by the large NPP of this biome. Rates of 20 

N and P uptake were lower for temperate and boreal forests than tropical forests and for non-forest biomes than forests. The 21 

pool sizes of N and P in plants tended to decrease from tropical to boreal regions, mostly consistent withfollowing the C-22 

pool sizes and their observed stoichiometries. Conversely, N and P contents in litter were larger for boreal forests, temperate 23 

grasslands and tundra ecosystems than the other biomes, mainly due to a longer turnover of the litter pool in these biomes. 24 

The N-pool size of SOM was also larger in boreal forests, temperate grasslands and tundra than the other biomes. The P-pool 25 

size in SOM, however, was smaller for boreal forests and tundra than the other biomes, consistent with the differences 26 

between the N:C and P:C ratios of boreal biomes compared to other biomes (Table S1). Inorganic- N and labile soil -P pools 27 

and leaching rates of N and P were higher in tropical forests, where runoff was higher than in the other biomes. Semi-arid 28 

tropical grassland (TRG) had high losses of N and P by fire and a low loss from leaching. The internal N and P fluxes within 29 

ecosystems were usually much larger than the external input fluxes and the output fluxes for all biomes, highlighting the 30 

dominant role of internal cycling of N and P, which differed from C cycles where NPP and losses by respiration were larger 31 

than any internal C flux. 32 

Here we compared the estimates of N and P stocks for global terrestrial biosphere with other studies. Our estimate of N 33 

in plants (3.9 Pg N) was close to the estimate modeled by Zaehle et al. (2013) (3.5 Pg N), and was within the range of other 34 

studies, from 1.8 Pg N by Yang et al. (2009) and 6.57 Pg N by Wang et al. (2010) (6.57 Pg N). Our estimate of N in litter 35 

and SOM was lower than the estimate of 65 Pg N by Xu-ri et al. (2008) and Yang et al. (2009), but smaller than the estimate 36 

of 126 Pg N by Wang et al. (2010). Our estimate of the P mass in plants (0.17 Pg P) was smaller than the estimates modeled 37 

by Wang et al. (2010) (0.39 Pg P) and Goll et al. (2012) (0.23 Pg P). Our estimate of the litter P mass (0.03 Pg P) was similar 38 

to the estimate of 0.04 Pg P by the CABLE model (Wang et al. 2010) but was two-fold lower than the estimate (0.08 Pg P) 39 

modeled by Goll et al. (2012).  40 

The rate of total N input (deposition and fixation) aggregated to a global scale was 0.19 Pg N y-1 and equatled (by 41 

construction) to the steady-state rate of total N loss. Total N uptake by plants was 0.68 Pg N y-1. Our estimate of N 42 
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denitrification was 0.10 Pg N y-1, consistent with the independent estimate of global soil denitrification of 0.12 Pg N y-1 by 1 

Seitzinger et al. (2006) and within the range reported by other studies, from 0.04 Pg N y-1 (Houlton and Bai, 2009) to 0.29 Pg 2 

N y-1 (Galloway et al., 2013). The global loss of N was 0.05 Pg from fire and 0.04 Pg N y-1 from leaching was 0.04 Pg N y-1, 3 

the latter beingalso similar to the independent estimates by Galloway et al. (2004, 2013) of 0.013-0.18 Pg N y-1 and by 4 

Houlton and Bai (2009) of 0.09 Pg N y-1.  Globally, the loss of N by fire accounted for 26% of the total N loss. The total 5 

input of P to the terrestrial ecosystem was 0.007 Pg P y-1, 86% from deposition (range from 71% for BOCF to 92% for TRG); 6 

only a small fraction was from rock weathering (ranging from 8 to 29% across biomes). The loss of N by fire globally was 7 

48 Tg N y-1 and accounted for 26% of the total N loss. The loss of P is mainly from leaching and the loss by fire accounted 8 

for only 18% of the total P loss, much smaller than the fraction for N. Our estimate of the litter P mass (0.03 Pg P) was 9 

similar to the estimate of 0.04 Pg P by the CABLE model (Wang et al. 2010) but was two-fold lower than the estimate (0.08 10 

Pg P) modeled by Goll et al. (2012). Our estimate of the P mass in plants (0.17 Pg P) was smaller than the estimates modeled 11 

by Wang et al. (2010) (0.39 Pg P) and Goll et al. (2012) (0.23 Pg P).  12 

4.3 Implications for ecological research 13 

Figure 4 shows the latitudinal distribution of foliar N:P ratios in our model. This, a result directly fromreflects the 14 

distribution of the seven biomes and respective C:N and C:P ratios – both of which are prescribed here. Foliar N:P ratios 15 

decreased on average from low to high latitudes. Estimates from previous studies also followed this trend (Kerkhoff et al., 16 

2005; McGroddy et al., 2004; Reich and Oleksyn, 2004) based on foliar measurements. The mean N:P ratios in our study 17 

were in the middle of the range of observations for all latitudes. The results of GOLUM-CNP better indicated the high N:P 18 

ratios between 20° to 40°, where grassland is the dominant biome, than the monotonic regressions (colored lines in Fig. 4) 19 

derived by Reich and Oleksyn (2004) and Kerkhoff et al. (2005) for foliar data, implying that the use of stoichiometries at 20 

the scale of large biomes can identify the general features of the spatial gradients of N and P cycling. 21 

Figure 5a and 5b show the distribution of the openness (defined as the ratio of new nutrient inputs to the total plant 22 

uptake of nutrients, Sect. 3.2) for N and P in different ecosystems. and Fig. S5a and S5b show the gridded maps of these 23 

indices. New N in forest ecosystems (due tosum of deposition and biological fixation) accounted for 10% (BOCF) to 51% 24 

(TECF) of the total plant uptake of N, and new P (due to deposition and rock weathering) accounted for only 3.5% (BOCF) 25 

to 15% (TRF) of the total plant uptake of P. The openness of both N and P in grassland ecosystems decreased from the 26 

tropics to high latitudes. The residence times of N and P in ecosystems were much longer for N and P than those of C (Table 27 

S2) and decreased from the tropics to boreal areas (Fig. 5c, and 5d, S6a and S6b).  28 

The openness and residence times of N and P together allow to assess the relative importance of demonstrated the 29 

support of plant growth by external inputs and internal cycling to support plant growth. For example, TECF are characterized 30 

by a more open N cycle and a longer N residence times compared to TRF. The difference in the openness of N cycle 31 

indicates that the TECF intends to invest more resources to obtain N from external inputs than TRF. The differences in 32 

residence times indicate that N is more efficiently conserved within the ecosystem in TECF compared to TRF, and such a 33 

conservation within ecosystems is primarily driven by differences in the turnover of dead organic matter (Fig. 3). The  P 34 

cycle is less open than N cycle in all ecosystems, highlighting the importance of ecosystem P recycling within ecosystems to 35 

support plant growth.For example, the residence time of N was longer in TECF than TRF, indicating lower rates of N 36 

fixation and deposition in TECF than TRF. The openness of N, however, was higher in TECF than TRF, because the 37 

turnover times of litter and SOM in TECF were almost twice those in TRF (Fig. 3), so a large amount of N was “locked” in 38 

litter and SOM in TECF, and the net mineralization (gross mineralization minus gross immobilization) was much lower in 39 

TECF than TRF. The importance of external N inputs was thus much larger in TECF than TRF. More N and P will be 40 

needed to support the additional productivity in the future due to, for example, climate change or elevated CO2 (Sun et al., 41 

2017), so that areas with more external inputs will more likely meet the additional nutrient demands. Meanwhile, 42 
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consistently lower P than N openness in all ecosystems suggested that plant growth may be ultimately constrained in the 1 

future by low P availability.  2 

Figure 6 shows the diagnosed nutrient-use efficiencies from GOLUM-CNP outputs for the seven biomes and Fig. S7a 3 

and S7b show the gridded maps of nutrient-use efficiencies. Among forest biomes, Tropical tropical forest had the lowest 4 

NUE and the highest, and its PUE was much higher than those of thecompared to other forest biomes (Fig. 6a), consistent 5 

with the general view thathigher P limits productivity more thanand lower N stresses in tropical ecosystems (Gill and Finzi, 6 

2016; Reich and Oleksyn, 2004). The values of NUE and PUE were similar to each other for TEDF, TECF and BOCF. 7 

Nutrient-use efficiencies were about 3-fold lower for non-forest biomes (Fig. 6b) than forest biomes, and both NUE and PUE 8 

decreased from tropical/C4 grassland to tundra.  9 

4.4 Sensitivity analysis 10 

Figure 7 shows the mean sensitivity of the nutrient-uptake fluxes (FN and FP), nutrient-use efficiencies (NUE and PUE), 11 

pool sizes of inorganic N and P (Ninorg and Pinorg), N and P openness, residence times of N and P in the ecosystem (τN,eco and 12 

τP,eco) and residence times of N and P in plants (τN,plant and τP,plant) to the input variables for the tropical-rainforest biome 13 

(TRF). The sensitivities were similar for the other biomes (Figs. S2 and S3S8-S13). The uptake of nutrients in GOLUM-14 

CNP was determined by NPP, NPP-allocation fractions, observation-based nutrient:C ratios and resorption coefficients (Eqs 15 

E7 and E18), so N uptake for tropical forest (Fig. 6a7a) was highly sensitive to NPP (1.0), NPP-allocation fractions (0.3) and 16 

the N:C ratio (0.4) of the woody pool, and P uptake was sensitive to NPP (1.0) and foliar variables (0.5 for γC,1 and 0.5 for 17 

ρP,1; see Table 1 for the definition of these variables). The nutrient-use efficiencies, defined in Eq. (1) as the ratio between 18 

GPP and the nutrient-uptake fluxes (Eq. 3), were negatively sensitive to the input variables mentioned above. Estimates of 19 

the openness of N and P were sensitive to input fluxes, NPP, NPP-allocation fractions and stoichiometric inputs. The 20 

residence times of nutrients in the ecosystem were influenced by variables affecting vegetation growth (e.g. NPP and 21 

allocation fractions of NPP) and those affecting inputs (e.g. deposition, N fixation and P release from rock weathering) to 22 

about equal extent. They were also very sensitive to variables related to soil, e.g. the N:C and P:C ratios in soil and residence 23 

times of soil. This reflect the large stocks of C and nutrients in soils than in the vegetation. The turnover residence times of 24 

nutrients in whole plants (τN,plant and τP,plant) were sensitive to the input data in turnover times of the plant tissues (τ1,2,3), the 25 

allocation fractions of NPP to different biomass pools (γ1,2,3), the stoichiometry (ρX,1,2,3, X∈{N,P}) and the resorption 26 

coefficients (εX,1, X∈{N,P}).more sensitive to the variables affecting woody biomass than those affecting foliage and fine 27 

roots. The sensitivity of residence times in the ecosystem and whole plants suggested that the nutrient cycling in the 28 

terrestrial biosphere were primarily determined by the largest pools. 29 

5 Discussion 30 

We developed a new observation-based modeling framework of global terrestrial N and P cycling built on a data-driven 31 

C-cycle model and observed N:C and P:C stoichiometric ratios in different pools spatially averaged at the scale of large 32 

biomes and observation-based estimates of the external input and output fluxes of N and P. This model was then used to 33 

estimate the pool sizes and fluxes in N and P cycles and indicators of the coupling between nutrient and C cycling, including 34 

nutrient openness, residence times in ecosystems and nutrient-use efficiencies. The data-driven estimates of steady-state 35 

global C, N and P cycles are the first that are fully consistent with a large set of global observation-based data sets, under the 36 

condition of current climate, deposition and CO2 concentration. The indicators for the coupling between nutrient and C 37 

cycling, which are emerging properties of GOLUM-CNP, are used to evaluate the capabilities of GOLUM-CNP to capture 38 

observed patterns among biomes. We found that there are some differences between our data-driven estimates and previous 39 

studies about the nutrient efficiencies at biome scales (Gill and Finzi, 2016) and the openness (Cleveland et al., 2013). In this 40 
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section, we discussed the major uncertainties in our model and show how these uncertainties affect the computation of 1 

nutrient efficiencies and the openness (Sect. 5.1). Of note is that most of our discussions are for the C cycle (based on the 2 

sensitivity analysis, see below), and since CARDAMOM is the only data-driven C cycle to our knowledge, the modifications 3 

of the CARDAMOM dataset we made in this section are more qualitative and diagnostic rather than deterministic. Such an 4 

example highlights some important variables that should be investigated or considered in future data-driven products. 5 

5.1 Sensitivity to C variables 6 

Our estimates of nutrient-use efficiencies differed significantly from those estimated from in situ measurements (red 7 

squares and diamonds in Fig. 4) by Gill and Finzi (2016), particularly the values of PUE for all biomes and NUE for 8 

temperate and boreal forests. NUE and PUE are were functions of thedetermined by NPP-allocation fractions, stoichiometric 9 

ratios, resorption coefficients and fractions of fire in the total outgoing C flux (Eqs. 3 and E7, where NPP is canceled by the 10 

division). The CARDAMOM observation-based analysis of the C cycle is the basis of the GOLUM-CNP modeling 11 

framework, so that errors and uncertainties in CARDAMOM for the C cycle translate into errors and uncertainties of 12 

GOLUM-CNP. Quantitatively, the sensitivity analysis (Figs. 7, S2 and S3S8-S13) indicated that FN and FP, and thus NUE 13 

and PUE, were most sensitive to the NPP-allocation fractions (especially to woody biomass) and foliar stoichiometry. We 14 

applied the sensitivity matrix (Eq. 5) to further calculate the contribution of variances from each of these input variables, in 15 

which the uncertainties in the NPP-allocation and fire fractions were obtained from CARDAMOM and the uncertainties (1-16 

sigma) in the N:C and P:C stoichiometric ratios and resorption coefficients were assumed to be 40%. This 40% uncertainty 17 

was larger than the uncertainty (20%) of the N:C ratios used by Wang et al. (2010), so our estimate of the contribution of 18 

uncertainties from the stoichiometric ratios was relatively large. The contribution of these different sources of uncertainty to 19 

the variances of NUE and PUE is shown in Fig. 8 for temperate coniferous forests whose NUE and PUE deviated the most 20 

from the estimate by Gill and Finzi (2016). Fig. 8 shows that the NPP-allocation fractions were the largest contributors to the 21 

total variances in NUE and PUE, which totaled >80%. 22 

The NPP-allocation coefficients in CARDAMOM were only constrained indirectly by the satellite observations of LAI 23 

and tropical aboveground biomass. The uncertainty of the CARDAMOM allocation fractions was thus substantial, especially 24 

for non-tropical biomes where no biomass data were used (allocation-fraction 25th – 75th percentile ranges are typically >50% 25 

of the mean). For example, the mean fraction of NPP allocated to woody biomass in CARDAMOM was >60% in most grids 26 

(Fig. S414a), which is rare for field measurements (Chen et al., 2013; Doughty et al., 2015). The mean allocation of NPP to 27 

fine roots may have been underestimated, characterized by too long a turnover time in CARDAMOM (range from <1 to 10 y) 28 

compared to field measurements (<3 y for all ecosystems, Gill and Jackson, 2000; Green et al., 2005). The CARDAMOM 29 

results indicated a turnover time of leaves in temperate and boreal biomes of <1 y, while Reich et al. (2014) indicated that 30 

the typical life span of conifer needles in evergreen coniferous forests depended on temperature and ranged from 2.5 to >10 31 

y, this inconsistency being attributed by Bloom et al. (2016) to the potential roles of seasonal MODIS LAI biases and to the 32 

presence of understory vegetation across high-latitude ecosystems (Heiskanen et al., 2012).  33 

Considering these inconsistencies between mean CARDAMOM values and in situ measurements, we conducted an 34 

additional experiment in which the CARDAMOM fields were further adapted: 1) the mean NPP-allocation fractions to 35 

woody biomass and the turnover time of woody biomass was divided by 1.5 to make sure that the NPP-allocation fractions 36 

to woody biomass fall in the range of field measurements, 2) the foliage turnover time of TECF and BOCF forests and 37 

associated NPP-allocation fractions were adjusted (keeping foliar biomass not changed) to match in situ observations (Reich 38 

et al., 2014) based on the fitted relationship between the needle longevity and mean annual temperature from Reich et al. 39 

(2014), assuming that understory vegetation plays a minimal role in C, N and P cycling and 3) Since in CARDAMOM, the 40 

NPP was constrained by GPP (GPP being constrained by the observation of LAI and the relationship between LAI and GPP) 41 

and the observation of biomass, additional adjustments were made to conserve the total NPP and pool sizes estimated from 42 
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CARDAMOM by allocating the residual NPP after the modifications from step 1 and 2  to fine roots, and adjusting the 1 

turnover time of fine roots to conserve exactly the pool size of CARDAMOM (see Figs. S4-S7S14-S17 for the adjusted 2 

variables and original CARDAMOM values). With these adjustments, the new C cycle is more consistent with the reality, 3 

especially for variables that were not well constrained in original CARDAMOM analysis. Fig. 9 shows the NUE and PUE 4 

from this new experiment based on this modified version of the C cycle from CARDAMOM. The NUE and PUE were lower 5 

than those in Fig. 6 for the forest biomes, especially for TECF and BOCF, which tended to decrease PUE from tropical to 6 

boreal forest. This distribution of PUE among the biomes in Fig. 9 better matched the differences between biomes presented 7 

by Gill and Finzi (2016). The differences between Fig. 9 and Fig. 6 illustrate how the results of the NUE and PUE are 8 

sensitive to the C variables and how the uncertainties in the C cycle would be propagated to the estimates of N and P cycles. 9 

However, Remaining inconsistencies could be attributed toexist because the different methods used in this study and by Gill 10 

and Finzi (2016) are different. For example, Gill and Finzi (2016) notably used the net mineralization rates of N and P to 11 

approximate plant uptake, because their differences were an order of magnitude smaller than net nutrient mineralization. 12 

These authors used in situ measurements of net N mineralization but used a statistical model to estimate P mineralization 13 

based on a soil-order-specific soil-P pool due to the lack of data (Yang and Post, 2011) and a regression between soil-P 14 

turnover times and mean annual temperature. Their estimate of plant uptake was thus independent of vegetation 15 

stoichiometry, which differed from our study. Gill and Finzi (2016) also used bootstrapping to sample the NPP and net N (or 16 

P) mineralization from independent studies. Their estimates of NUE and PUE were thus not based on paired data, so their 17 

estimates may contain some sampling errors. 18 

5.2 Uncertainty of nutrient-cycle openness 19 

The distribution of nutrient-cycle openness in the seven biomes was presented in Sect. 4.3 and Fig. 5. Our estimate of a 20 

small openness of N and P in BOCF, and that the openness was smaller for the P than the N cycle, were consistent with the 21 

estimates by Cleveland et al. (2013). Our estimates of the N openness, however, were about twice as large as the estimates of 22 

Cleveland et al. (2013). This difference was due to the larger deposition fluxes in our study (globally 72 Tg N y-1) than those 23 

used by Cleveland et al. (2013) (33 Tg N y-1; from Dentener, 2006), because Wang et al. (2017) used an atmospheric model 24 

with higher horizontal resolution and an updated inventory of reactive-N (e.g. NOx and NH3) emission (Wang et al., 2017) 25 

and also because Cleveland et al. (2013) also assumed that only 15% of deposited N was available to plants. Cleveland et al. 26 

(2013) demonstrated that changing the fraction of biologically available deposited N to 100% did not significantly change 27 

the openness, because N-deposition fluxes were generally smaller than N fixation and accounted for a small fraction of 28 

external N inputs in their study. Our estimates of P openness were also larger than those by of Cleveland et al. (2013), which 29 

was we attributed to the large differences in the estimates of P deposition between the two studies. Cleveland et al. (2013) 30 

used values of P deposition (0.26 Tg yr-1) reported by from Mahowald et al. (2008), which were almost an order of 31 

magnitude lower than the recent estimates from Wang et al. (2017) that we used in this study (5.8 Tg yr-1), arguably because 32 

of an underestimated Wang et al. (2017) revised the contribution of anthropogenic P emissions and not accounting for P in 33 

particles with diameters >10 μm (Wang et al., 2015, 2017). We also found that the P-cycle openness decreased from the 34 

tropics to the boreal region, in contrast to the results by Cleveland et al. (2013). This also derives from the differences in the 35 

spatial gradients of P deposition in the two studies. Mahowald et al. (2008) found that P deposition was largest in northern 36 

Africa and that P deposition was within the same order of magnitude for tropical and temperate forests. Wang et al. (2017), 37 

however, found that P deposition was much larger over tropical forests than other regions. The contrasting spatial gradients 38 

in P deposition was likely due to the different models of atmospheric transport used by Wang et al. (2017) and Mahowald et 39 

al. (2008). More importantly, most stations measuring total P deposition are in temperate regions, and measurements of P 40 

deposition over tropical forests are very limited (Mahowald et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017), so the estimates of P deposition 41 

in the tropics were not well constrained by in situ observations and thus had large uncertainties. Differences in the spatial 42 
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gradients in nutrient-cycle openness between our study and the study by Cleveland et al. (2013) demonstrated the impact of 1 

uncertain input data sets on the estimate of ecologically relevant quantities. The quantitative assessment of the uncertainties 2 

in our estimates of openness, however, was difficult, because the potential uncertainties in these data sets were not 3 

systematically evaluated within and between different estimates, and should therefore be addressed in future studies. 4 

5.3 Future research and data needs 5 

Our estimates of global N and P cycles were at the scale of large biomes. Recent studies of N and P cycles have relied 6 

on biome-specific stoichiometry (Cleveland et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010). Stoichiometry, however, is also highly variable 7 

within biomes (Reich and Oleksyn, 2004). For example, Kattge et al. (2011) found that 40% of the variability in foliar N 8 

content was within species (finer scale than that of large biomes) and suggested that these stoichiometric ratios may be better 9 

represented by future trait-based estimates rather than fixed species-specific values. Some improvements have been made on 10 

the variation of stoichiometric ratios across climatic and ecological gradients within and across biomes, and on the 11 

contribution of plant traits and environmental conditions to these variations (Dong et al., 2017; Han et al., 2005; Meyerholt 12 

and Zaehle, 2015). However, it is still not sufficient to derive a globally gridded overview of the N and P cycles on current 13 

knowledge. A better understanding of the stoichiometric variability and its drivers is still needed in terms of not only 14 

representing the large-scale gradients but also reducing the uncertainties at local scale. New and spatially interpolated 15 

stoichiometric data sets should partly overcome this problem, although uncertainties in the interpolation will need to be 16 

carefully propagated on GOLUM-CNP outputs. 17 

We assumed that all terrestrial ecosystems were at a steady state for 2001-2010 due to a lack of global constraints on 18 

the dynamics of N and P cycling over a long period. Terrestrial ecosystems, however, are not currently at steady states (Luo, 19 

2017; Luo and Weng, 2011), due to climate change, increasing atmospheric CO2, and anthropogenic disturbance etc, 20 

(Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Sitch et al., 2015). Zaehle (2013) reported that the terrestrial biosphere has accumulated 1.2 Pg N 21 

and 134.0 Pg C since the pre-industrial period. Wang et al. (2017) also found that N and P deposition have changed 22 

dramatically over time. The simulations by different models varies considerably, e.g. the responses of the biosphere to the 23 

increasing atmospheric CO2 (Zaehle et al., 2014) and thus in future projections, because the current data sets have had little 24 

success in constraining all key processes in most DGVMsLSMs. Our results contribute to are a first step for evaluating 25 

models simulating global biogeochemical cycles. Although our steady-state C pool sizes (given the NPP and residence time 26 

at the condition of current climate) were within the [25, 75th] percentile range of the original non-steady-state CARDAMOM 27 

results (Fig. S1) at most grid cells, the biomass C stocks at 5%-10% of forest grid cells exceed the uncertainty range of 28 

CARDAMOM. In addition, independent remote-sensing estimates for 30°N to 80°N were 4.76 ± 1.78 kg C m-2 for mean 29 

forest C density and 79.8 ± 29.9 Pg C for total forest C (Thurner et al., 2014), which were lower than the GOLUM-CNP 30 

estimates (6.51 kg C m-2 for mean forest C density across pixels defined as forest in Fig. 2, and 181 Pg C for total forest C) 31 

for this region. This inconsistency was largely due to the fact that northern temperate and boreal forests may deviate 32 

substantially from their equilibrium for the current NPP (Pan et al., 2011), because of climate change and elevated CO2. 33 

Residual overestimation could be also due to the fact that biomass removal by harvesting and from disturbance other than 34 

fires was not explicitly constrained in CARDAMOM and thus not represented in GOLUM-CNP. A transient simulation of N 35 

and P cycling will be needed in future studies as more constraints on N and P cycles emerge to study the effects of climate 36 

change, increasing CO2 levels and disturbance on N and P cycles and their feedbacks. In such a transient simulation, a key 37 

process would be to simulate both the short-term and long-term responses of plants to the changing environment, e.g. how 38 

the plants would react when the inorganic N or labile soil P was not sufficient. Different models assumed different 39 

hypotheses under these conditions. For instance, N:C and P:C ratios are fixed and the photosynthesis rate is reduced to meet 40 

the low uptake of nutrients in Thornton et al., (2007). In Wang et al. (2010), the N:C and P:C ratios in biomass can vary 41 

within certain ranges, insufficient nutrient uptake would first result in a low concentration of N and/or P in plant tissues and 42 
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the low concentration of nutrient would then limit the photosynthesis according to an empirical relationship between nutrient 1 

concentration and NPP. Similarly, when the N:C and P:C ratios in litter change, the decomposition rate of litter would 2 

change as a result of altered activity of microbes (Manzoni et al., 2017). In the future, more data are required to test these 3 

hypotheses and the transient simulation of next version of GOLUM-CNP should incorporate these interactions between the 4 

plants and environments.  5 

In addition, some processes, such as the N inputs from rock weathering (Houlton et al., 2018) were not considered in 6 

this study, because 1) as stated in Houlton et al. (2018), it is still unknown how much of rock-released N can be used by 7 

plants when rock weathering happens deep beneath the soils; 2) in GOLUM-CNP, adding rock N inputs has the same effect 8 

than N fixation and N deposition (Eqs. B6 and E17); and 3) the estimate of total input of N to ecosystems (188 Tg N yr-1) in 9 

this study are already at the higher end of the estimate (mean 147 Tg yr-1, and range between 99.1 and 185.1 Tg yr-1) of 10 

Houlton et al. (2018), even if rock N inputs are not accounted for, due to our larger estimates of N fixation and N deposition 11 

than Houlton et al. (2018). In the future, the rock N inputs and the fraction of these N inputs are accessible to plants should 12 

be further quantified and the quantity of total N inputs to the ecosystems should be reconciled between different studies. 13 

With these improvements, the future development of data-driven GOLUM-CNP should take into all these processes and 14 

fluxes. 15 

The model structure of GOLUM-CNP is mainly described by the inputs (NPP for C cycle, N deposition and fixation for 16 

N cycle, P deposition and release from rock weathering for P cycle) and residence times. Most DGVMs (e.g. Goll et al., 17 

2012, 2017a; Medvigy et al., 2009; Parton et al., 2010; Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010; Weng and Luo, 2008; Xu-Ri 18 

and Prentice, 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 2014; Zaehle and Friend, 2010) can be summarized by these two 19 

components, although these models have more processes and use complex equations to describe the dynamics controlling 20 

carbon and nutrient distribution among pools and the turnover of each pool. In this context, the output of the GOLUM-CNP 21 

provides a traceable tool that can be used in the future to compare the results between GOLUM-CNP and different DGVMs. 22 

As DGVMs are capable of computing the steady state of the biogeochemical cycles for present conditions, a direct 23 

comparison between GOLUM-CNP estimate and DGVMs’ estimates is possible. 24 

At last, Thethe sensitivity matrix presented in Sect. 4.4 provides a useful tool for assessing the uncertainties in model 25 

outputs by propagating the uncertainties in the model inputs. We applied this method to quantitatively assess the sources of 26 

uncertainties in the estimated nutrient-use efficiencies (Sect. 5.1 and Fig. 8), but we also found that the uncertainties for 27 

some other quantities were currently difficult to obtain, because the estimates of uncertainties were not available for all 28 

spatially explicit input data. This sensitivity analysis can be used in future studies to quantify the contribution of each input 29 

data set to the uncertainty in other model outputs, to characterize the dominant sources of uncertainties in the estimated C, N 30 

and P processes, to identify the major differences between different models (e.g. GOLUM-CNP versus DGVMs) and thus to 31 

identify priorities for future data syntheses to fill the largest gaps in uncertainty. Future studies that provide global data sets 32 

will need to include systematic evaluations and spatially explicit estimates of uncertainties in their data sets. 33 

6 Concluding remarks 34 

This study is a first attempt to combine observation-based estimates of C, N, P fluxes and pools in terrestrial ecosystems 35 

into a consistent (steady-state) diagnostic model. Although there are considerable uncertainties in our results due to uncertain 36 

and incomplete carbon cycle and nutrient observations, the main findings are: 1) external inputs of P from outside the 37 

ecosystem contributes to a smaller plant P uptake than that of N, indicating a more important role of internal P recycling than 38 

that of internal N recycling in supporting plant growth a likely ultimate constraints of P on plant growth in the future, 2) 39 

tropical forests have the lowest N use efficiency and the largest P use efficiency, suggesting the adaptive response of this 40 

biome to the low P availability in the tropics. The structure of GOLUM-CNP is analogous to most other process-based LSMs 41 

DGVMs describing carbon and nutrient interactions (e.g. Goll et al., 2012, 2017a; Medvigy et al., 2009; Parton et al., 2010; 42 
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Thornton et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010; Weng and Luo, 2008; Xu-Ri and Prentice, 2008; Yang et al., 2009; Zaehle et al., 1 

2014; Zaehle and Friend, 2010), although these models have more processes and use complex equations to describe the 2 

dynamics controlling carbon and nutrient distribution among pools and the turnover of each pool. The output of the 3 

GOLUM-CNP provides a traceable tool and, in which a consistency between different datasets of global C, N and P cycles 4 

has been achieved. Such a framework can thus be used in the future to test the performance of these complex LSMs DGVMs 5 

in the simulation of interactions between C, N and P cycling.  6 

Code and data availability 7 

The source code and the map of the classification of seven large biomes are included in the Supplement. For the other 8 

datasets that are listed in Table 1, it is encouraged to contact the first authors of the original references. 9 

Appendix A Equations for carbon cycle 10 

The carbon cycle framework is based on DALEC2 model (Bloom and Williams, 2015), except that we combined the 11 

labile and foliage pools together since the labile pool in DALEC2 only transfer to foliage. There are five pools in the C cycle 12 

(1: foliage; 2: fine roots; 3: wood; 4: litter; 5: SOM). The equations governing the change of C pools are given by: 13 

𝑑𝐶1

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏1

−1𝐶1 + 𝛾1𝐹𝑐                                                                                                                                                             (A1) 14 

𝑑𝐶2

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏2

−1𝐶2 + 𝛾2𝐹𝑐                                                                                                                                                            (A2) 15 

𝑑𝐶3

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏3

−1𝐶3 + 𝛾3𝐹𝑐                                                                                                                                                            (A3) 16 

𝑑𝐶4

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏1

−1𝐶1(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1) + 𝜏2
−1𝐶2(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2) − 𝜏4

−1𝐶4                                                                                                (A4) 17 

𝑑𝐶5

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏3

−1𝐶3(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3) + 𝜂𝜏4
−1𝐶4 − 𝜏5

−1𝐶5                                                                                                                    (A5) 18 

The definitions of the symbols are listed in Table 1. 19 

Appendix B Equations for nitrogen cycle 20 

There are five organic N pools and one inorganic soil N pool. The N cycle are described by the following equations: 21 

𝑑𝑁1

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏1

−1𝑁1(1 − 𝜀1) + 𝛽1𝐹𝑛                                                                                                                                             (B1) 22 

𝑑𝑁2

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏2

−1𝑁2 + 𝛽2𝐹𝑛                                                                                                                                                           (B2) 23 

𝑑𝑁3

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏3

−1𝑁3 + 𝛽3𝐹𝑛                                                                                                                                                           (B3) 24 

𝑑𝑁4

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏1

−1𝑁1(1 − 𝜀1)(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1) + 𝜏2
−1𝑁2(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2) − 𝜏4

−1𝑁4                                                                                  (B4) 25 

𝑑𝑁5

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏3

−1𝑁3(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3) + 𝜂𝜏4
−1𝑁4 + 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑏 − 𝜏5

−1𝑁5                                                                                                    (B5) 26 

𝑑𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏5

−1𝑁5(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,5) + 𝜏4
−1𝑁4(1 − 𝜂 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,4) + 𝑁𝑑 + 𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑥 − 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑏 − 𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔 − 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔 − 𝐹𝑛                                                                                                   27 

(B6) 28 

The definitions of the symbols are listed in Table 1. 29 

In Eq. B6, the fraction of inorganic N (fleach) that is lost due to leaching is computed by soil water (Θ) and the sum of 30 

drainage and surface runoff (q). We use the spatially explicit estimate of daily soil moisture derived from the European 31 

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim/Land; Albergel et al., 2013; 32 

Balsamo et al., 2015) (see Table 1), and the global gridded estimate of monthly mean runoff data from the Global Runoff 33 

Data Centre (GRDC, http://www.grdc.sr.unh.edu/). Since the runoff data only have a monthly time step, we use the same 34 
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value of runoff for each day within one month. The leaching fraction at annual scale is thus computed by: 1 

𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ = ∑
𝑞𝑖

Θ𝑖+𝑞𝑖

365
𝑑=1                                                                                                                                                                   (B7) 2 

Of note is that in this computation, fleach can exceed one, meaning that the turnover time of inorganic N pool is smaller 3 

than one year (Wang et al., 2010). 4 

Appendix C Equations for phosphorus cycle 5 

There are five organic P pools and one inorganic soil P pool. The P cycle are described by the following equations: 6 

𝑑𝑃1

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏1

−1𝑃1(1 − 𝜃1) + 𝜑1𝐹𝑝                                                                                                                                              (C1) 7 

𝑑𝑃2

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏2

−1𝑃2 + 𝜑2𝐹𝑝                                                                                                                                                           (C2) 8 

𝑑𝑃3

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜏3

−1𝑃3 + 𝜑3𝐹𝑝                                                                                                                                                           (C3) 9 

𝑑𝑃4

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏1

−1𝑃1(1 − 𝜃1)(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1) + 𝜏2
−1𝑃2(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2) − 𝜏4

−1𝑃4                                                                                    (C4) 10 

𝑑𝑃5

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏3

−1𝑃3(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3) + 𝜂𝜏4
−1𝑃4 + 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑏 − 𝜏5

−1𝑃5                                                                                                      (C5) 11 

𝑑𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜏5

−1𝑃5(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,5) + +𝜏4
−1𝑃4(1 − 𝜂 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,4) + 𝑃𝑑 + 𝑃𝑤 + 0.75𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑃 − 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑏 − 𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔 −12 

𝑓𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔 + 𝐹𝑝                                                                                                                                                                       (C6) 13 

Where FireP represent the P in the ecosystem that suffers from fire events: 14 

𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑃 = 𝜏1
−1𝑃1(1 − 𝜃1)𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1 + 𝜏2

−1𝑃2𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2 + 𝜏3
−1𝑃3𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3 + 𝜏4

−1𝑃4𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,4 + 𝜏5
−1𝑃5𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,5                                  (C7) 15 

Appendix D Additional constraints 16 

1) Under steady-state, the N:C and P:C ratios for the plants and soil are assumed to be constant, so that Ni and Pi can be 17 

calculated by the production of the C pool size from CARDAMOM and the stoichiometry ratios for each pool from 18 

Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al. (2015), except litter which has different definitions in CARDAMOM and Zechmeister-19 

Boltenstern et al. (2015): 20 

𝑁𝑖 = 𝜌𝑁,𝑖𝐶𝑖  (𝑖 = 1,2,3,5)                                                                                                                                                  (D1-D4) 21 

𝑃𝑖 = 𝜌𝑃,𝑖𝐶𝑖  (𝑖 = 1,2,3,5)                                                                                                                                                   (D5-D8) 22 

2) The fraction of NPP, FN and FP allocations sum up to 1: 23 

𝛽1 + 𝛽2 + 𝛽3 = 1                                                                                                                                                                     (D9) 24 

𝜑1 + 𝜑2 + 𝜑3 = 1                                                                                                                                                                 (D10) 25 

3) The fraction of gaseous loss of N due to denitrification to the total inorganic N loss should satisfy the estimates by 26 

using global δ15N observations (fgasN, Goll et al., 2017b): 27 

𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔

𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔+𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔
= 𝑓𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑁                                                                                                                                           (D11) 28 

7 Appendix E Solutions under steady-state assumption 29 

𝐶𝑖 = 𝐹𝑐𝛾𝐶,𝑖𝜏𝑖  (𝑖 = 1,2,3)                                                                                                                                                    (E1-E4) 30 

𝐶4 = [
𝐶1

𝜏1
(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1) +

𝐶2

𝜏2
(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2)] 𝜏4                                                                                                                          (E5) 31 

𝐶5 = [
𝐶3

𝜏3
(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3) +

𝐶4

𝜏4
(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,4)] 𝜏5                                                                                                                          (E6) 32 

𝐹𝑁 = 𝐹𝑐[𝜌𝑁,1𝛾𝐶,1(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1)(1 − 𝜀𝑁,1) + 𝜌𝑁,1𝛾𝐶,1𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1 + 𝜌𝑁,2𝛾𝐶,2 + 𝜌𝑁,2𝛾𝐶,3]                                                               (E7) 33 
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𝛾𝑁,2 =
𝜌𝑁,2𝐶2

𝜏2𝐹𝑁
                                                                                                                                                                             (E8) 1 

𝛾𝑁,3 =
𝜌𝑁,3𝐶3

𝜏3𝐹𝑁
                                                                                                                                                                             (E9) 2 

𝛾𝑁,1 = 1 − 𝛾𝑁,2 − 𝛾𝑁,3                                                                                                                                                            (E10) 3 

𝑁𝑖 = 𝜌𝑁,𝑖𝐶𝑖  (𝑖 = 1,2,3,5)                                                                                                                                               (E11-E14) 4 

𝑁4 =

𝜌𝑁,1𝐶1
𝜏1

(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1)+
𝜌𝑁,2𝐶2

𝜏2
(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2)

𝐶1
𝜏1

(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1)+
𝐶2
𝜏2

(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2)
𝐶4                                                                                                                             (E15) 5 

𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏 = 𝜂 (𝜌𝑁,5 −
𝑁4 

𝐶4
)

𝐶4

𝜏4
+ (𝜌𝑁,5 −

𝑁3 

𝐶3
)

𝐶3

𝜏3
(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3)                                                                                                   (E16) 6 

𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔 =
𝑁𝑑+𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑥−∑ (

𝑁𝑖
𝜏𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,𝑖)5
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
                                                                                                                                             (E17) 7 

𝐹𝑃 = 𝐹𝑐[𝜌𝑃,1𝛾𝐶,1(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1)(1 − 𝜀𝑃,1) + 𝜌𝑃,1𝛾𝐶,1𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1 + 𝜌𝑃,2𝛾𝐶,2 + 𝜌𝑃,2𝛾𝐶,3]                                                               (E18) 8 

𝛾𝑃,2 =
𝜌𝑃,2𝐶2

𝜏2𝐹𝑃
                                                                                                                                                                            (E19) 9 

𝛾𝑃,3 =
𝜌𝑃,3𝐶3

𝜏3𝐹𝑃
                                                                                                                                                                            (E20) 10 

𝛾𝑃,1 = 1 − 𝛾𝑃,2 − 𝛾𝑃,3                                                                                                                                                             (E21) 11 

𝑃𝑖 = 𝜌𝑃,𝑖𝐶𝑖  (𝑖 = 1,2,3,5)                                                                                                                                                (E22-E25) 12 

𝑃4 =

𝜌𝑃,1𝐶1
𝜏1

(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1)+
𝜌𝑃,2𝐶2

𝜏2
(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2)

𝐶1
𝜏1

(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,1)+
𝐶2
𝜏2

(1−𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,2)
𝐶4                                                                                                                              (E26) 13 

𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑏 = 𝜂 (𝜌𝑃,5 −
𝑃4 

𝐶4
)

𝐶4

𝜏4
+ (𝜌𝑃,5 −

𝑃3 

𝐶3
)

𝐶3

𝜏3
(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,3)                                                                                                     (E27) 14 

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑔 =
𝑃𝑑+𝑃𝑤−∑ (

𝑃𝑖
𝜏𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝐶,𝑖)5
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒+𝑓𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏
                                                                                                                                                (E28) 15 
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Table 1 Global spatially explicit observation-based estimates of model variables used as input data sets and the unknowns estimated in this study (including the symbols for each 1 

variable/parameter). 2 

Variable Definition Description Computation method References 

Inputs: carbon cycle 

Fc NPP Spatially resolved model-data fusion estimates Input CARDAMOM; Bloom et al., 2016 

τi=1,2,3,4,5 Residence time of foliage, fine roots, wood, litter and SOM Spatially resolved model-data fusion estimates Input CARDAMOM; Bloom et al., 2016 

γC, i=1,2,3 Fraction of NPP allocated to foliage, fine roots and wood Spatially resolved model-data fusion estimates Input CARDAMOM; Bloom et al., 2016 

ffireC, i=1,2,3,4,5 Fraction of fire to total outgoing flux from foliage, fine 

roots, wood, litter and SOM 

Spatially resolved model-data fusion estimates Input CARDAMOM; Bloom et al., 2016 

η Fraction of litter outflux that enters SOM Spatially resolved model-data fusion estimates Input CARDAMOM; Bloom et al., 2016 

Inputs: nitrogen cycle 

ρN, i=1,2,3,5 N:C ratio in foliage, fine roots, wood and SOM Biome-scale synthesis based on in situ measurements Input Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al., 2015 

fleach Fraction of inorganic N (or P) lost due to leaching (Eq. B7) Spatially resolved reanalysis by model; 

Model result, scaled to match measurements 

Input Balsamo et al., 2015 

Fekete et al., 2002 

εN, 1 Resorption coefficient of N in foliage Biome-scale synthesis based on in situ measurements Input Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al., 2015 

Nd N deposition  Spatially resolved model result, scaled to match in situ 

measurements 

Input Wang et al., 2017 

 

Nfix N fixation Spatially resolved model result, scaled to match the 

estimates of NPP and N:C ratios 

Input Peng et al., submitted 

fgas Fraction of denitrification to the total loss of inorganic N Spatially resolved process-based statistical model 

result 

Input Goll et al., 2017b 

Inputs: phosphorus cycle 

ρP, i=1,2,3,5 P:C ratio in foliage, fine roots, wood and SOM Biome-scale synthesis based on in situ measurements Input Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al., 2015 

fdissolved Fraction of inorganic labile soil P that is dissolved in the 

soil water 

In situ measurements, averaged based on soil order Input Yang and Post, 2011 

fsorb Fraction of inorganic P that is transformed to strongly 

sorbed P 

Assumed constant Input Goll et al., 2017a 

εP, 1 Resorption coefficient of P in foliage Biome-scale synthesis based on in situ measurements Input Zechmeister-Boltenstern et al., 2015 

Pd P deposition Spatially resolved model result, scaled to match in situ 

measurements 

Input Wang et al., 2017 

Pd P weathering Spatially resolved model result, scaled to match 

observed data 

Input Hartmann et al., 2014 

Unknowns estimated from mass balance assuming steady state  



 

2 

 

Ci=1,2,3,4,5 C pool of foliage, fine roots, wood, litter and SOM Pools Based on steady-state assumption  

FN N uptake from inorganic-N pool by vegetation Flux Mass balance approach based on 

NPP (input) and stoichiometry ratios 

(input) 

 

γN, i=1,2,3 Fraction of FN allocated to foliage, fine roots and wood Allocation fractions Mass balance approach based on 

NPP (input) and stoichiometry ratios 

(input) 

 

Ni=1,2,3,4,5 N in foliage, fine roots, wood, litter and SOM Pools Mass balance approach based on 

stoichiometry ratios (input) and 

steady-state C pools (Ci=1,2,3,4,5), 

assuming N:C ratios do not change 

over time 

 

Nimob N immobilization flux Pools Based on steady-state assumption 

that stoichiometry ratios (input), 

litter C and soil C do not change at 

annual scale 

 

fdenit Annual denitrification rate Rate Mass balance approach, assuming 

annual mean inorganic N pool size 

does not change at annual scale 

 

Ninorg Inorganic-N pool Pool Based on steady-state assumption 

that inorganic N do not change at 

annual scale 

 

FP P uptake from inorganic-P pool by vegetation Flux Mass balance approach based on 

NPP (input) and stoichiometry ratios 

(input) 

 

γP, i=1,2,3 Fraction of Fp allocated to foliage, fine roots and wood Allocation fractions Mass balance approach based on 

NPP (input) and stoichiometry ratios 

(input) 

 

Pi=1,2,3,4,5 P in foliage, fine roots, wood, litter and SOM Pools Mass balance approach based on 

stoichiometry ratios (input) and 

steady-state C pools (Ci=1,2,3,4,5) 

 

Pimob P immobilization flux Flux Based on steady-state assumption 

that stoichiometry ratios (input), 

litter C and soil C do not change at 

annual scale 

 

Pinorg Inorganic-P pool Pool Based on steady-state assumption 

that labile P do not change at annual 

scale 
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Table 2 Global annual mean C-pool sizes, NPP and heterotrophic-respiration fluxes in the C-cycle model assuming steady 1 

states under the climate conditions of 2001-2010, compared to the means and percentile ranges from the original 2 

CARDAMOM results during 2001-2010. 3 

 
This study 

Original CARDAMOM 

 5th percentile 25th percentile Mean 75th percentile 95th percentile 

Foliage-pool size (Pg C) 23 3.2 7 15 21 34 

Fine-root-pool size (Pg C) 27 1.9 5 18 25 56 

Wood-pool size (Pg C) 493 193 364 755 984 1850 

Litter-pool size (Pg C) 20 1.3 4 22 26 88 

SOM-pool size (Pg C) 1421 749 1100 1557 1882 2771 

NPP (Pg C y-1) 52.5 Not given 39 52 63 Not given 

Fire (Pg C y-1) 1.5 Not given 1.3 1.7 2.0 Not given 

Heterotrophic respiration 

(Pg C y-1) 
51 Not given 37 54 67 Not given 

 4 
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the pools and fluxes in the C, N and P cycles within GOLUM-CNP. The gray, blue and 1 

red arrows represent C, N and P fluxes, respectively. Plants are divided into foliar, fine root and wood pools, where the wood 2 

pool includes woody stems and coarse roots. Litter and soil are two separate pools. The inorganic pool represents the nutrient 3 

sources in the soil that are available for plant uptake. Arrows between the pools represent the directions of C, N and P flow 4 

between pools. External inputs of N are atmospheric deposition (Nd) and biological N fixation (Nfix). External inputs of P are 5 

atmospheric deposition (Pd) and P released by rock weathering (Pw). FC is net primary production (NPP). FN and FP are plant 6 

uptake of N and P from the inorganic N and labile P pools, respectively. Rh is release of C due to heterotrophic respiration. 7 

Mineralization of N and P is modeled along with litter and SOM decomposition, and N and P immobilization is modeled by 8 

a flux from the inorganic pool to SOM. External losses of N occur by fire, leaching and denitrification. External losses of P 9 

occur by fire, leaching and transfer to occluded P in the soil.External inputs of N and P are atmospheric deposition (Nd and 10 

Pd), biological N fixation (Nfix) and P released by rock weathering (Pw). External losses of N occur by fire, leaching and 11 

denitrification. External losses of P occur by fire, leaching and transfer to occluded P in the soil. FC is net primary production 12 

(NPP) and Rh is heterotrophic respiration. FN and FP are the plant uptake of N and P from the inorganic pool, respectively. 13 

Mineralization of N and P is modeled along with litter and SOM decomposition, and N and P immobilization is modeled by 14 

a flux from the inorganic pool to SOM. 15 
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 1 

Figure 2 ESA CCI land-cover map classified into the seven large biomes for which average N:C and P:C ratios for each 2 

carbon pool are available, at 0.25°×0.25° resolution: tropical rainforests (TRF), temperate deciduous forests (TEDF), 3 

temperate coniferous forests (TECF), boreal coniferous forests (BOCF), tropical/C4 grasslands (TRG), temperate/C3 4 

grasslands (TEG) and tundra (TUN). 5 
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 1 

Figure 3 Fluxes (numbers along arrows), mean residence times (in parentheses) and pool sizes of the N (blue) and P (red) 2 

cycles in the terrestrial biosphere at steady state for the large biomes (a-g) and globe (h). The targeted biomes are tropical 3 

rainforests (TRF, a), temperate deciduous forests (TEDF, b), temperate coniferous forests (TECF, c), boreal coniferous 4 

forests (BOCF, d), tropical/C4 grasslands (TRG, e), temperate/C3 grasslands (TEG, f) and tundra (TUN, g). 5 
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 1 
Figure 4 Relationship between foliar N:P ratios (gN gP-1) and absolute latitude. The black line is the mean N:P ratios from 2 

this study, and the shaded area is the one-sigma standard deviation of the N:P ratios for specific latitude. Colored lines are 3 

the regression trends of foliar N:P ratios as a function of absolute latitude from Reich and Oleksyn (2004; green), Kerkhoff 4 

et al. (2005; blue) and McGroddy et al. (2004; red). Dots are the raw data that Reich and Oleksyn (2004; green) and 5 

Kerkhoff et al. (2005; blue) used to derive their regression trends. 6 
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 1 

Figure 5 Violin plots of the openness of N and P cycling (the percentage of total plant uptake of N and P attributed to new 2 

nutrient inputs) for a) forest and b) grassland biomes. Residence times of N (τN,eco) and P (τP,eco) in c) forest ecosystems and d) 3 

grassland biomes. Open circles are medians of all grid cells within each biome, with balloons representing the probability 4 

density distribution of each value. Black whiskers indicate interquartile (thick) and 95% confidence intervals (thin). The 5 

biomes are tropical rainforests (TRF), temperate deciduous forests (TEDF), temperate coniferous forests (TECF), boreal 6 

coniferous forests (BOCF), tropical/C4 grasslands (TRG), temperate/C3 grasslands (TEG) and tundra (TUN).  7 
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 1 

Figure 6 Violin plots of N- and P-use efficiencies (NUE and PUE, the nutrient uptake by plants divided by GPP) of seven 2 

biomes. Open circles are medians of all grid cells within each biome, with balloons representing the probability density 3 

distribution of each value. Black whiskers indicate interquartile (thick) and 95% confidence intervals (thin). a) Forest biomes, 4 

including tropical rainforests (TRF), temperate deciduous (TEDF), temperate coniferous (TECF) and boreal coniferous 5 

forests (BOCF). b) Grassland biomes, including tropical/C4 (TRG), temperate/C3 grasslands (TEG) and tundra (TUN). Red 6 

squares (NUE) and diamonds (PUE) are the independent estimates from site observations and other generic data sets 7 

compiled and harmonized by Gill and Finzi (2016) based on site measurements of GPP and net N/P mineralization. 8 
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 1 

Figure 7 Mean sensitivity of the estimates of rates of nutrient uptake, inorganic nutrients, nutrient-use efficiencies, openness, 2 

turnover time of nutrients in the ecosystem and turnover time of nutrients in plants to the input variables for tropical forest. 3 

Results for other biomes are shown in Figs. S2 and S3S8-S13. 4 
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 2 

Figure 8 Contribution of input data to the variance of the estimates of nutrient-use efficiencies (X∈{N,P}) for temperate 3 

coniferous forests. γC, i=1,2,3 are NPP-allocation fractions to foliage, fine roots and wood, respectively. ffireC, i=1,2,3 are fractions 4 

of fire to total outgoing flux from foliage, fine roots and wood, respectively. ρx, i=1,2,3 (X∈{N,P}) are X:C ratios of foliage, 5 

fine roots and wood, respectively. εX, 1 (X∈{N,P}) is the resorption coefficient of foliar nutrients. 6 
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 1 

Figure 9 Violin plots of the nutrient-use efficiencies of the seven biomes from the experiment in which the allocation 2 

fraction of NPP to woody biomass and to leaves in coniferous forests is reduced. Open circles are the medians of all grid 3 

cells within each biome, with balloons representing the probability density distribution of each value. Black whiskers 4 

indicate interquartile (thick) and 95% confidence intervals (thin). The biomes are tropical rainforests (TRF), temperate 5 

deciduous forests (TEDF), temperate coniferous forests (TECF), boreal coniferous forests (BOCF), tropical/C4 grasslands 6 

(TRG), temperate/C3 grasslands (TEG) and tundra (TUN). The red squares (NUE) and diamonds (PUE) are the independent 7 

estimates from site observations and other generic data sets compiled and harmonized by Gill and Finzi (2016) based on site 8 

measurements of GPP and net N/P mineralization. 9 
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